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This third topic in first year medical radiation physics introduces some basic ideas in 
radiation physics that later study in second and third year physics relies upon. 
 
I have introduced exercises throughout the notes and you should try these as you 
come across them. You must attempt the exercises to be sure you are actually 
learning. The answers/solutions are available from my webpages: 
http://athene.riv.csu.edu.au/~igarbett/ 
(Then navigate to the phy114 webpage from the front page) 
 
Consult the available answers and solutions (separately available from my phy114 
webpage) only after you have made a decent attempt at each exercise. 
 
A few of the exercises are marked with a [C] after the exercise number. These you 
can regard as ‘optional’  in terms of attempting them. You are, though, encouraged to 
attempt these using Excel® spreadsheet software. All CSU computers have this 
installed (eg at the Jack Cross centre or available via ‘ thin client access’ over the 
inter-net through CSU). You may well have Excel installed on a home computer if 
you have Microsoft Off ice installed. Excel 97 or more recent versions are needed for 
the exercises. Excel 5 will do at a pinch but not versions earlier than this. 1 
 
Learning the use of spreadsheets for basic scientific work can help you in 
understanding some of the topics dealt with here in radiation physics2. It is also good 
preparation for further subjects such as phy317, as well as for developing a general 
scientific ability for any development or research work you may eventually wish to 
start. So, if you have time, I do recommend you ‘have a go’ as long as you do not 
neglect the ‘pen and paper’ exercises you need to attempt.  
 
I have included in the appendix to these notes a guide to using two numerical methods 
(bisection root finding and the Euler method). These can be employed easily using a 
spreadsheet. (Although the bisection method is optional, everyone should study the 
Euler method as this is useful also for the work and exercises later dealing with 
charged particle behaviour in matter, whether you bother with spreadsheets or not.) 
Answers to the exercises in the appendix are included there just after the details of the 
exercise. 
 
When you have studied all the theory and attempted the exercises, then attempt the 
practice problems included at the end of this work. The solutions for these are 
available from my webpage for phy114. 
 
It is important that you also attend lectures (that these notes form the basis of). 
This is because often what is diff icult to understand on the written page can often be 
more easily understood in a lecture. The converse can sometimes also be true, it 
depends on the material studied as well as the person! 
                                                 
1 Open Off ice Calc (OOoCalc) will also open up a lot of Excel spreadsheets (if they have no 
embedded VBA code) and is a free alternative format. 
 
2 If you have never used spreadsheets, then I have placed a basic users guide to Excel® for scientific 
work on my phy114 webpage you can download if you wish. 
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Warning: you should never, at first degree level, expect to understand everything in a 
lecture (certainly in the physical sciences) without some ‘hard graft’ - further self 
study and especially doing the relevant exercises, no more than someone shown how 
to kick a football should expect to score a goal without decent practice (I’m talking 
about real football here involving a spherical ball ). 
 
Sometimes what is only partially understood becomes fully understood only by 
attempting exercises and obtaining –even if only partially -a solution to the problem at 
hand.  
 
Attempting exercises and problems should be the major basis of your learning. 
 
When you do consult an answer to a problem or exercise and you have gone wrong in 
your attempt (you did not get the right answer/s), do the following: 
 (i) Study the solution or advice alongside any answer given. 
 (ii ) Re-attempt the exercise/problem without the solution in front of you 
  (leave at least half an hour here, preferably do it the day after) 
 (iii ) If you still cannot get the correct answers, re-study the theory notes. 
  Then re-do all these steps until you can get the right answers. 
 
If you have attempted an exercise at least three times with no success, then consult 
with me. I am only too happy to try and help where a student has made a definite 
attempt already at the material. 
 
If you do consult, I ask you to definitely show me your attempts, however incorrect, 
otherwise you may not gain as much use as you would from your consult with me. 
 
Of course, if you got the right answers the first time, there is no bother and you should 
go onto the next exercise/problem as soon as you can. Attempt all exercises (though 
those marked with a [C] are optional as I have said). 
 
Once you have prepared like discussed above, you can be confident that you have 
prepared as best you can for the examination dealing with this topic. If you do not 
prepare in this way you can miss important ideas that may be involved in the 
examination. 
 
Most of these notes were written in 2004** . I have made a definite attempt to try and 
condense some of the material delivered in previous years, but still meeting the need 
for accuracy and extent of coverage. 
 
[**A few errors (despite my prolonged attempts) may be included despite revision of 
the original 2004 notes and correction of several errors. I encourage you to let me 
know about any errors where you come across them. There should be very few 
though, so give any exercise you attempt the benefit of the doubt for a while before 
you race for the e-mail to show me where I have gone wrong!]   
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3.1 The Nature of Ionizing Radiation. 
 
Radiation can be usefully (but loosely) defined as “ the transport of energy” . In 
radiological physics one is especially concerned, of course, with X- %�&�')(+*-,/.�01.2&+3  as 
being the vehicle by which energy is moved from one location to another. (In the 
following sections of work the dual wave aspect that is associated with EM radiation -
the photons- is essentially dismissed for reasons that should be apparent later and is 
due to the fact that X- radiation mainly exhibits features of its particle nature, at least 
in the radiological uses).  
 
Photons are rather special, in that they have no rest mass (mo = 0) and are pure energy. 
They are often created in sub atomic scale events almost as the main way in which 
nature ‘repays energy debts’ where there are transitions of a system from one energy 465�78594+:<;>=@?8;#:BA85@C DB:EA/F1G-5�H�I841=JFK?/G-LM;#C 5�H/=@N)I8465PO�A+QSR�I�A8;#:<;2?/G-=@CT5U5@N�FV:B:<5JW	L<CT;2NX=Y?�Z/[\465]Z/G
in some radioactive decays: since the nucleus goes from one energy level to a lower 
one in such cases). 
 
Since photons themselves are pure energy, then their movement (which always occurs 
at the speed of light c), represents a transport of energy and so matches with the above 
definition of radiation. 
 
It is the interactions that occur with the atoms of material that the photons encounter 
that can arise in the atomic electrons being ejected from their parent atom, leaving 
behind a positi ve ion. This ionization process can only occur where there is enough 
energy transferred in the interaction (or ‘coll ision’) process. If the photon itself has 
energy less than the binding energy (as calculated by a similar expression to that for 
the energy levels of the H atom), then this can never occur. The amount of energy for 
removing a particular atomic electron from an atom (its binding energy) is denoted 
typically as φ. 
 ̂�_a`/b1cJd\e6eV_)bKf+gih]jkdJc]gMb6l2f/m�npo8h]jThUqPr

φ  can involve an alteration of atomic electron energy  
level (this can increase and the interaction ‘excites’ the atom). A new photon is 
created (obeying energy conservation) and emitted. Collectively such interactions are 
simple ‘scattering events’ , and generically referred to as ‘ light scattering’ . 
 sitvuEw8xzy�w8{�ui{#|}x]|8x@~T�����z�

φ  then the photon represents ionizing radiation, since 
ionization (as well as excitation) is now possible. 
 
The various interactions that can occur are numerous but there are typically three �/�J�$�1���K�+�i�]�k�J�]�M�6�2�/���	�V�E�	�E�8�z���]�<�@�k�1�\�/�]�<�2�����E�/�]���J�@�)���J�@���$�#���8�P�8�\�K�8�U�+���U�J���S�9�6�/�J���E�8�
atomic number determines the relative amount of these various interactions. These 
interactions will be described later. 
 
Notably, whilst the incoming photon may cause an ionization event, it is the ejected 
atomic electron that itself can cause further ionizations due to its repulsive electric 
force acting upon the atomic electrons of other atomic electrons it encounters 
suff iciently near. There are many more ionizations caused by such ‘recoil’ electrons 
from the initial photon-atomic electron interaction, than by the photon itself. 
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This is the reason why photons are often classified as indirectly ionizing radiation. 
 
In the same way that the recoil electrons described above produce ionizations, it is 
also possible for any projectile charged particle to cause ionizations within material. 
Thus, an electron beam, beta particles (e-), alpha particles, as well as proton and other 
beams of charged particles yield ionizations within material. 
 
These charged matter particles ( m 

�����
q �����
	��������������������� �"!$#����%'&(�)���"	*!$�"�

speed. u say, therefore have a kinetic energy. This kinetic energy is a property of the 
particle itself (which is moving). In this sense a traveling matter particle also 
represents radiation (but so too does a cricket ball under the loose definition we have 
used also!).  
 
Because these charged matter particles can themselves directly ionize atoms in their 
vicinity (where the Coulomb force acts sufficiently to do work on removing the 
atomic electrons), then such radiation is referred to as directly ionizing radiation. 
 
The Coulomb electric force causing the ionizations represents a deterministic process 
of energy transfer from the charged particle concerned to the materials atomic 
electron. 
 
On the other hand whether or not a photon (or in fact, neutrons also) interacts with an 
atom, is entirely a matter of chance, though the chances are influenced by the factors +-,�.0/�1�+324+$576�5�6�8�93:�;=<�>�?�2@6�8BAC?�DE2C:-/�60<�?�5�FG?�DCH*+GFE6�5�H�AI2�:G+E,J2K1�6 >�?�2@6�8BAC?�D�LM?�57?�5�?�DI:NH�A�HO+E,J2K1�ACH
occurs later). 
 
It is because of this fact that the behaviour of photons (or neutrons) in material (as say 
described by the measurement of various beam quantities at various material depths), 
is fundamentally different from that of charged matter particles in material.   
 
Especially, photons (as will be later shown) obey an exponential decay law of 
attenuation in material. This is not true for charged matter particle radiations. 
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3.2  Radiation Quantities.  
 
The measurement of radiation can be 'split' into (i) beam quantities and also (ii ) dose 
quantities. Like most simple physical quantities these can be segregated into average 
and point value quantities. In this section we deal only with beam quantities, 
postponing study of dose quantities to a later section. 
 
Fundamental Beam quantities. 
 
These consist of: (i) Photon fluence 

�
 

   (ii) Photon flux  �  (time rate of change of 
         photon fluence) 
   (iii) Energy fluence �  
   (iv) Intensity  I (time rate of change of 
         energy fluence) 
 
If N is the number of photons travelling perpendicularly to the face of an imaginary 
area A considered to be in the yz plane, then suppose we count some portion of 
photon number ∆N over a finite region ∆A that surrounds a point (y, z). This takes 
place over some finite time interval ∆t. Furthermore, suppose each photon has an �������
	�����  
Multiplying the number of p ����������������������������� �"!$#&%"')(*�+�,�-���.�/����0�1323���������4�������
%�! E. 
 
     576    z 
 particle travel 
 
           x 
           *  P(y,z) 
 
          y 
 
 
       area A in the yz plane 8:9�;�<�=�>@?�ACB�DEB�;+?�F4GIHJB�K�B�<
L�M�N

 
 
If N is large enough this can be considered equivalent to just a consideration of 
energy traveling as a ‘block’ : 
 
     O7P    z 
 
 
           x 
           *  P(y,z) 
 
         y 
E 
 
       area A in the yz plane 
We can now define the following values: 
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(i) 
A

N
av ∆

∆=Φ  which is the average photon fluence for the small area ∆A 

 centred about (y, z) 

(ii)  
( )

tA

N

tA

N
t

A

N

av ∆∆
∆=

∆∆
∆∆=∆









∆
∆

∆=φ
2

 

which is the average photon flux for the small area ∆A centred about (y, z) as 
measured over some particular time interval ∆t. 

 

(iii) 
A

E

A

N
av ∆

∆=
∆
∆ε=ψ   

which is the average energy fluence for the small area ∆A centred about  
(y, z) 

 

(iv) 
tA

E
t

A

N

av ∆∆
∆=∆









∆
∆ε∆

=Ι
2

 

which is the average intensity for the small area ∆A centred about (y, z) as 
measured over some particular time interval ∆t. 

 
By taking limits (a la elementary calculus) it is possible to define and conceive of  
quantities of the above at points in space and time rather than average values.  ���������
	��
������������
����������������� �!������"�$#��%����&'���(���
�)���$�+*,�-�.�/*/01� �'� ���'23��%43�$� 5'�

zero, are 
denoted by the usual calculus notation: 
 
Point Values of Fundamental beam Quantities: 
 

(i) 
dA

dN=Φ   Particle fluence AT the point (y,z) 

(ii ) 
dAdt

Nd2

=φ   Particle flux AT the point (y,z) and AT the time t 

   

(iii ) 
dA

dE

dA

dN =ε=ψ   Energy fluence AT the point (y,z) 

 (iv) 
dAdt

Ed2

=Ι   Intensity AT (y, z) and AT the time t. 

 
Generally speaking the ‘point values’ above are in fact estimated by using as small a 
value as possible for the area we detect ove6/78,9;:,<$=?>3@A6/<�B"B C�<�DED�<�FG�CIHJG
=�FH!6K?<�D�78,F):
as possible.   
 
In short: 
particle fluence is the ratio of {particle number/area} 
partcile flux is the ratio of {particle fluence / time} 
energy fluence is the ratio of {energy/area} 
intensity is the ratio of {energy fluence/time}
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Example 3.1 
At time t = 1 ms, the photon number, ∆N, that has already passed through the small 
area ∆A of 1mm x 1mm is 2x108. Thus at this time ∆N = 2 x 108. At tine t = 2.5 ms, 
the number of photons that have passed through the same area is now 4.5 x 108.  
Each photon has an energy of 40keV. 
 
Calculate (i) ∆2N for the time interval between 1ms and 2.5 ms. 
   (ii) 

�
av at t = 1ms 

   (iii) � av for the time interval between 1ms and 2.5 ms. 
   (iv) � av  at t = 1ms 
    (v) Iav for the time interval between 1ms and 2.5 ms 
 
Solution. 
 (i) ∆2N = ∆(∆N) = ∆N(at t = 2.5ms) − ∆N(at t = 1ms) = (4.5-2.0)x108  
  = 2.5x108. 
 (ii) � av (at t=1ms) = ∆N(at t=1ms)/∆A = 2.0x108/((1x10-3)2m2)  
  = 2.0 x 1014 m-2. 
 (iii) � av = ∆(∆N) / (∆A.∆t) = 2.5x108/(1.0x10-6m2 x (2.5−1)x10-3 s)  
  = 2.5x108/(1.5x10-9m2s) = (5/3) x 1017 m-2s-1. 
 (iv) � av ���	� ∆N(at t=1ms)/∆ 
���	��� av (at t= 1ms) = 40keV x 2.0 x 1014 m-2. 
  = 40keV. x ( 1.6x10-16 J/1keV) x (2.0 x 1014 m-2.) = 128 x 10-2 Jm-2. 
  = 1.28 Jm-2. 
 (v) Iav ���	� ∆(∆N) / (∆A.∆�������	� � av = 40keV x (5/3) x 1017 m-2s-1 
  = 40keV. x ( 1.6x10-16 J/1keV) x (5/3) x 1017 m-2s-1= (3200/3)   Jm-2s-1. 
 
Exercise 3.1 
Use the graph below showing variation in number counted, ∆N, of X-photons each of 
100keV through an area ∆A in the yz plane located about a point P, for various times t 
in seconds.  
The area ∆A is 1 square millimeter. Use SI units in giving answers to the following. 
 (i) Estimate the value of ∆N(1 ) and ∆N(5 ), and so ∆(∆N)  = ∆2N 

 between t = 1s and t = 5s. 
 (ii) Estimate � av accrued between t = 1 and t = 5 for this spatial area. 
 (iii) Estimate φav between t = 1 and t = 5 for this spatial area. 
 (iv) Estimate ψav accrued between t = 1 and t = 5 for this spatial area. 

(v) Estimate Iav between t = 1 and t = 5 for this spatial area. 
(vi) Estimate the intensity I AT the time t= 0 and AT the time t = 20. 
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3.3 Behaviour of Zero Charge Particles in Matter. 
 
Uncharged Particles & Chance Processes. 
 
One of the essential points to grasp in understanding the behaviour of radiation (and 
in addition any ensuing effects) is that uncharged particles (eg. photons which we are 
mainly concerned with), interact purely on the basis of chance. 
In principle, there is no way that a determination can be made as to if any given 
photon will interact or not, as it passes through material. But this ‘ in principle 
uncertainty’ arises from more fundamental quantum mechanical notions. 
 
 
As will be seen there is an intimate relationship between the chance nature of 
interaction and the exponential decay law of radiation attenuation in matter. 
 
Photon Interactions. 
 
There are 3 basic interactions in matter that X photons can undergo. 
 
(i)  Photo-electric Events  
 
In a photoelectric event (PE), an incoming photon interacts with a bound atomic 
electron and uses all of the energy in ejecting the electron from the parent atom. The 
recoiling electron (a ‘photo-electron’) has kinetic energy equal to the difference in the ���������	��
���
������������� h��������� �"!$#�%�&('	)+*�,.-�� /�!�01'	� � w, of the bound atomic electron. 
 
Consequently, due to all photon energy being utilised, the X photon that interacts, 
disappears. In fact PEs have been called ‘disappearance phenomena’ in older textbook 
descriptions. 
 
The vacant electron level is often occupied after a following ‘electron drop’ into the 
vacancy, yielding a photon of characteristic energy, often called a ‘f luorescent 
photon’ . 
 
(ii ) Compton Events. 
 
Compton events (CE) are often called Compton ‘scattering’ events because of the 
similarity to ‘bill iard ball ’ types of coll isions where the cue ball is ‘scattered’ at some 
angle from the object ball . 
 
In CEs, the incoming photon interacts with an atomic electron, ejecting the electron 
from the atom. 
The energy required to do this comes from the photon and a new photon of lower 
energy is then created. 
The direction of the Compton photon (a ‘secondary photon’ like the fluorescent 
photon in a PE), is not along the same trajectory as the initial incoming photon.  
The net effect is as if the initial photon is scattered but with a lower energy. The angle 
of deflexion can be calculated using a famous equation describing Compton events. 
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(iii) Pair Production Events. 
 
Pair production events (PPEs) can occur when a photon of at least 1.02 MeV 
encounters another matter particle, typically a nucleus. The energy of the photon then 
is converted into the masses of an electron (e-) and an anti-electron (e+, also called a 
positron). The anti-electron typically encounters another atomic electron and promptly 
annihilates forming two photons each of  0.51 MeV energy. Where the relative 
velocity of the anti-electron and its annihilating electron is zero, then momentum 
conservation demands that these two 0.51 MeV photons travel in exactly opposite 
paths (180 degrees) away from each other. 
 
The kinetic energies of the initially created anti- electron and electron pair is zero if 
the photon that creates them is exactly 1.02 MeV, since then all of the photon energy 
goes into creation of rest mass of the pair. 
Any excess energy above 1.02 MeV contributes to the pairs kinetic energy. 
 
PPEs are an excellent example of Einsteins mass-energy equivalence in action, and 
the annihilation photons created are the basis of course of the form of medical 
imaging known as positron emission tomography. 
 
PPEs do not occur at diagnostic levels (imaging methods using X photons) but are a 
feature of medical X rays in therapeutic applications. 
 
        photon disappears 
 
        �  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
 
                   
                 �  
               
 
 
 
 
           e- 
 
              
           e+PPE. 

 
 
 
 

CE 

PE 
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entities      
inside 

Interaction of Photons in a Thin Slice of Matter. 

Uncharged particles collide (interact) by chance with entities (such as material 
particles, eg atoms, molecules or larger aggregates). At this point there is no need to 
hypothesize what sort of interactions occur. All that needs to be known is that if an 
interaction occurs, then the uncharged particle is no longer part of the 'stream' (or 
beam) of particles travell ing in the 'straight through' direction to some detector. 
Particle that have NOT interacted at all are called 'PRIMARY' particles.    
Thus primary particles are removed from a primary uncharged particle beam (photons 
or neutrons) by chance interactions with the materials 'entities'.

Considering a thin enough slice of material of thickness∆x, then as long as NO 
SHADOWING of one entity by the other takes place the entity area  'seen'  by  
N approaching primary particles in a slice thickness ∆x, and facial area A, will be  
{ total number of entities in slice} .{ cross section of an entity}  
If there are nv entities per unit volume, then the total number of entities will be  

{ volume of slice} .nv = A ∆x nv. 

Thus 'entity area seen by the approaching primary particles' = vn.x.A.c ∆
where c is the cross sectional area (or simply 'cross section') of each entity. 

entity-yellow area seen ‘on approach’ 
The expected fraction of primary particles that interact inside the slice will be the 
same as: 
{total entity area}/ { area of slice} = c A ∆x nv / A = c ∆x nv.
But this is just the same as the chance for any primary particle to collide/interact, 
P(int). 
So P(int) = c �∆x nv
Now clearly P(int) + P(non int) = 1 and so  P(non int) = 1−  c �∆x nv. 

P(non int) is also the chance of 'survival' for any primary particle. (Because if it 
interacts then it does not 'survive the trip' through the slice.) 
[Now, if a certain number of particles we denote No  'go in' to the slice entrant face, 
and N primary particles exit the slice, then the chance of surviving is also N/No. Thus 

P(non int) = N/No also.  

So  1− c �∆ � .nv = N/No. We can easily measure N and No and so we can obtain c, after 
rearranging we get:  

���
1

N

No
−








1

nv ∆x⋅
⋅ and this is taken to be the definition of 'cross section'. ] 

In general, say we have N incoming uncharged primary particles entering the slice 
thickness ∆ x, facial area A. Then a portion of these, ∆N will take part in interactions 
(and thus also be removed from the beam).  Thus the chance of an interaction can be 
denoted by P(int) = ∆N/N. 
But we already have that P(int) = c.∆xnv . 

 Thus it must also be true that: ∆N/N= c.∆x nv .  

Rearranging this:  ∆N

N ∆x⋅
= c nv⋅     ....or also P(int)/∆x = c.nv.  
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Now c is the cross section of an entity and nv is the number of entities per unit 

volume. So we expect nvc to be a constant. We can denote this µ and this is called the 

'linear attenuation coefficient'. Since  ∆N/N is the fraction of primary particles that 
are removed from the primary beam and this is also divided by ∆x to give µ, then µ is 
the 'fractional reduction in particle number per unit thickness' or equivalently 'the 
probability of interaction, per unit thickness'. 

[We take the quantity: ∆N

N ∆x⋅
 as the definition of µ. (because it is easy to measure 

'particle number') and realise that also   µ  =  nvc.] 
 
‘Splitting’ µ �  

Rearrange  ∆N

N ∆x⋅
 = µ  to get ∆N

N
 = µ∆x. 

 
If there are ∆N1 photons that undergo PEs, ∆N2 that undergo CEs and ∆N3 that 

undergo PPEs  
Clearly ∆N = ∆N1

� ∆N2
� ∆N3  .

Then
∆N1

N

∆N2

N
+

∆N3

N
+ � µ.∆x �  

re-arrange to give:
∆N1

N ∆x⋅

∆N2

N ∆x⋅
+

∆N3

N ∆x⋅
+ = µ

But since the RHSide is the linear attenuation coeff icient then so too must each of the 
LHSide quantities be 'some sort of linear coeff icient'.  
In fact the first LHSide term is the fraction of photons removed from the beam per 
unit thickness by PEs and this is defined as the linear photoelectric attenuation 
coeff icient, τ �  
Likewise the second term is the linear Compton attenuation coeff icient, σ, and the 
third term is the linear pair production attenuation coeff icient,  π. 
 
Thus  µ = τ + σ + π 
 
We can also associate cross sections with each of these coeff icients. 
Use µ = nvc
We can split-up the RHSide by letting c = c1 + c2 + c3, so that  
nvc = nv( c1 + c2 + c3) 

Then µ � τ + σ + π = nvc1 + nvc2 + nvc3  
By choosing the 'split' of c' so that in fact τ = nvc1, σ = nvc2, and π = nvc3, we are 
considering that there is a cross sectional area 'devoted' to PEs, another cross sectional 
area devoted to CEs and another devoted to PPEs. It is entirely conceptual, and really 
just equivalent to drawing a 'pie chart' for the different probabilities. However, 
physicists usually talk of the 'cross section' for an event rather than the 'probability', 
for example, though they are proportional. 
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Example 3.2: 
What is the cross section for a photoelectric event (PE) if the linear photoelectric 
attenuation coeff icient is 30/m and there are 6x1024 entities per cubic metre?  
Solution:   

nvc1 = 30/m. Then  c1 = 
30

1 m⋅
1 m

3
⋅

6 10
24

⋅
⋅ = 5x10-24 m2 (or 5 'barns') 

 
The Mass Attenuation Coeff icient.
If nv is doubled in the material of the thin slice, then clearly nv

���������
	���������������������
�������� !�#"#$%�'&�()��&
�*(,+,$%��-�./��+0�1-
v. But for a given mass, m, of entity then doubling nv 2/3�4/5�6)387#9�:�;�<
3�4�=?>A@
4B9�4DC�=�EF>%7!G�H�G�=�EFC�2/4BHJIKC

v L MNL�OQP�R�SUT#V%S'W�X)Y�W
Y*X,Z,V%Y�[ \/]�^0_a`
b  c#dfehg
i*j,kJlKm
vc/nvm = c/m, the cross section of an entity divided by the entity mass. 

 nQo�p�qsrFtvuwr�x*o�tvy
zB{�|�t,r�}�rF~�{Dt,z/�1t�o�{Dt?�*���hr%q�{B}/�*|�q)t,{�|�t����*��{Bx�rF�!z�|auw{Dt,zD��r�{/� ��� �f��z��
zD� � rFtQr%q
NOT. In fact the cross section for a given entity varies with the photo �#���
�D�)���!������������*���� �¡���¢£¢¥¤/¦�§��� �¨�¦��/©
�� �ª�«)¤�©%�D¡�¨8¬�¨%)¡�¨%¦®«)¤/��°¯* ��±�²Q§���U³*´�µh¨8¡�°¤�©�¶?¨%��·¶0�� �¦D¡�¨�¯* #¯�¶Q¸f±  
 ¹�ºQ»%¼�º�½�»�¼s¾*¿�À�Á�º�»8º�Â Ã�Ä*Å�Æ ºA½�ÀDºÇ»�¼Èº,À�É�¿
Ê%ÀDº,Ë/ÌhÀ�Á�ÌJÍ
Ê�Î�º%º,Ë/Ì ÃfÏ Ë�Ð�¼�¿�¼?Í�½
Îfº,Î�ÁÑË�Á
ËDÐ)Ò�Â Ã Ð�ÀDºA½
ËDÐÇºA½�À�Á ÄÓ�ÔFÕ�Ö/×BÖ/Ø�×�Ù�Ú)Ø8ÛÝÜhÞßÜ!à,á�âäãfå�â*æ�ç�èQà)Ü*é�ãfåÈÕ
×�×�êhë*Õ
Ø8Û�æ
×Uè�Ù�æ�ç
Ø%ÙDè0×�êJì
×DÚ�Ó�ç�Ó í�î
ï�ð�î
ñ�í0ñ*ò#ï�ò
ïDó)ô�õaöf÷  
 øQù
úBû*ü�ý�þ�ÿ��Fÿ������	��
�����sý�þ��������	�,ÿ,ý�þ�ÿ��*þ
úBý�þ���������ý�����ú �JÿAù
ú

mass attenuation coefficient.  

 !#"�$�%'&�(�)+* ,.-�,�(0/1,324%65�&7* ,�(�*.8�(�,3$9& :�, %�(�;�-�<�, %$�=�&7:>&.-�%?"0$�2#@A"�%BC-�;�/D-�%?"�-�*�&E!AFHG�!	IJ@LK?M @4M
 

 
Exercise 3.2. [C] 
Use the data from the data file: AluAttData_100.dat as supplied on ITGs webpage for 
phy114 (this should open up in Windows ‘notepad’ if you wish to examine it). This 
contains attenuation data for photon energies from 1keV to 100keV. 
  
Use a spreadsheet program to read in the data (eg Excel by Microsoft) and plot 
(versus photon energy in MeV) 

(i) The photoelectric mass attenuation coeff icient  NPO?QJRLS  
(ii) The Compton mass attenuation coefficient  (σT�U�V  
(iii) The total mass attenuation coefficient.  W�X	Y�Z�[

Use a logarithmic scale for the mass attenuation coeff icients (in 
cm2/gram) 

 
Perform a curve fit using a power law (use Excels ‘ trendline’) and find out the 
dependency on energy of the photoelectric mass attenuation coeff icient. 
You may need to use a linear –\�]_^�`�a.b+c�\�dLe�d>fhgji�kDl�`3bnmno�m�`3^�`.b�pLq#fJd�bre�s�]�m.t  
 
[Note, Compton ‘scatter’ events are also called ‘ incoherent scatter events’ . 
A good exercise is to see if the mass attenuation coeff icient alters much when 
coherent scatter events are included. Use a radiological/radiation physics text-book to 
understand the nature of ‘ coherent scattering’ if you want to.]. 
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Exercise 3.3. 
 
In a thin slice of material, (which has entities within that do not lie behind one another 
when viewed from any line of sight perpendicular to the face), for every 2 million 
uncharged particles entering (perpendicularly to the face area), then 15 000 interact in 
the slice.  
 
(i) What is the value of the linear attenuation coefficient in cm-1, given the slice 

mentioned above is 0.8 mm thick?  
 
(ii) If there are 2x1018 entities per cubic centimetre, what is the cross section for 

each entity (in cm2) in this case  ? 

(iii) If the mass of each entity is 25.0 x 10-21 grams, what is the value of the mass 
attenuation coefficient (in cm2/ g) ? 

 
(iv) If  the particles are photons and the ratio of photoelectric:Compton:pair 

production events is 200: 70 : 10 respectively, then what are the values of the
τ � σ � and π linear coefficients (in cm-1) and the individual (PE, CE and PPE) 
cross sections (in cm2) ?
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The Law of Exponential Attenuation. 
 
Like many other chance processes involving a loss of some kind, when uncharged 
particles enter a block of material, an exponential decay equation arises. 
 
The standard development of argument here found commonly in textbooks relies 
upon elementary calculus. There are alternative (geometric) arguments that can be 
used to obtain this law, however they are tedious in nature but do also give insight 
into the true nature of uncharged particle radiation in matter. 
 
In obtaining (and so understanding) this law, inroads are also gained into development 
of several key ideas relying upon this, for example the idea ’half value thickness’ (a 
parameter describing beam penetrability into matter). 
 
Standard (Calculus) Derivation. 
 
The assumptions here are that the thin slice is so thin that no entity ‘overlays’ (or 
‘shadows’) another. 
Clearly if this ‘ thin slice; is further sliced into ‘very thin slices’ then several of these 
can be arranged behind the other and ‘no shadowing’ still exists. 
 
Denoting the very thin slice thickness as ∆x, the number of X photons (per second 
say) entering the thin slice as N, then clearly there will be a change in primary photon 
number, ∆N, such that if two such very thin slices are placed one behind the other 
then we expect twice as many interactions and thus ∆N doubles. 
 
Throwing in twice as many X photons (doubling N) we expect also ∆N to double in 
value (because twice as many cross sectional areas of entities exist for the incoming 
photons). 
 
Thus we deduce that  ∆N ∝ N 
    ∆N ∝ ∆x 
 
Then    ∆N ∝ N ∆x 
 
So,    ∆N = k N ∆x   
…where k is a constant of proportion. 
 
Note that this is only true as long as the no shadowing criterion is met. 
As thickness increases, there is less and less chance that entities do not ‘shadow’ each 
other, and so we conclude that the last equation above is actually an approximation 
for small finite ∆x slice values, but becomes more and more exact as ∆x �����  
 
In addition, since there is clearly a loss in photon number so Nout < Nin.  
Now,  ∆N = Nout - Nin . Thus ∆N < 0. 
 
Regarding N and ∆x as positive quantities, this demands that k < 0. 
 
Introduce the positive quantity α such that α = -k.  
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Then:   ∆N ~ − α N ∆x  
Where the approximation sign has been just argued above for finite ∆x. 
 
Then also  N

x

N α−≅
∆
∆  

 
In the limit as ∆x ���������
	������������������������	��������
� �!�#"$�
�%&�'	��(��*)���	�+  
   N

dx

dN α−=  

This is actually the differential form of the exponential attenuation law, and is a first 
order DE describing the variation of photons (measured across some facial area per 
second in this case) with depth, x of material. The photons are travell ing parallel to 
the x axis with the entry face of the ‘block’ of material parallel to the yz plane. 
 
In fact it can be shown that α = , , the linear attenuation coefficient previously 
introduced (see later exercise). 
 
Integration of this equation allows a solution for N in terms of x. 
This solution N(x) is the often quoted form of the exponential attenuation law for 
photons. 
 
Exercise 3.4 
Integrate N

dx

dN α−=  from the discussion earlier to obtain that: 

 N(x) = N(0).e− -'. .  
…..which is the usual form of the attenuation law for zero charged particles. 
 /10�2436587*9;:%<&5'=>5;? :�0�2@7$A�3!:B2�C�2
D(E�<�362GFH9;:$:%<*=�I>JLKNMO:�0�2
=�I;<*PQ2�3�R

 
   N(x) = N(0).e− S8T . 
 
In considering photon number N as measured over the full facial area A of the block, 
then dividing both sides of the above equation by A gives now: 
 
   (N(x) / A) = (N(0)/A).e− U8V . 
 
But the quantities (N(x) / A) and (N(0)/A) are simply the average photon fluence 
values (over some period of time) averaged over the full slice area A at depths x and x 
= 0 respectively. 
 
Thus   W av X�Y;Z\[^] av(0). e− _'` . 
 
Similarly dividing by the time interval over which the photons were counted gives for 
the photon flux that: 
   a av(x) = a av(0) e− b8c . 
 
This relation holds also for any radiation quantity mentioned, not only average 
quantities, we shall denote such general beam quantities as R, and in general, for 
identical uncharged particles-such as photons of the same energy- in a uniform 
medium: 
   R(x) = R(0) e− d8e . 
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Geometric Derivation. 
 
An attractive alternative to the calculus style derivation, though more tedious, can be 
done via ‘geometric series’ argument. 
 
A basic result for a very thin sheet -which has had 'no overlapping' as seen from the 
front face of a thin sheet- is that P(int) = nv

����� ���	��
��
�����������
������������
�������� �"!��
#!$��%
&�'�(�) *�+ *,+.-/(0�132454768*�9:(*�&;68&;63(�<�)�=�>�?"6�<�&�'�(@&�'76�AB5*�(�<�<�2*7CD*

v is the number of material 
entities per unit volume. 
Note that this result is ONLY true where there is 'non overlapping' or what will now 
be referred to a 'no-shadowing'. However even for a slice thick enough to have 
'shadowing' there WILL be an effective 'blocked off area' of this slice (slices total 
facial area is A). In this case P(int) will be some value but as yet we do not have a 
formula for it.  

Call such material slices (of ANY thickness) a 'slab'. For slabs that are the same 
thickness we expect the 'blocked off area' (which is caused by the 'seen' entities 'face 
on') to be essentially the same (on average anyway).  

With a probability of interaction P(int) the same for each slab, then we also expect 
this to correspond to a FRACTION, f, of uncharged particles that are removed from 
the primary photon stream (beam), and this f value is the same for slabs of the same 
thickness and same type. 
      f = { yellow area} /{ green area} = a/A 
.

A

.Total seen yellow area (due to entities)is a
  

  Schematic of A ‘Slab’ of Material With Overlapping ‘Entities’  
  

If the total ' seen' entity area is a (as sighted along same direction as approaching 
particles (the x direction)) then we have f = a/A. This includes the ' shadowing effect' . 
But note now that a is NOT equal to nv E

FHG"I�J�KML7N#O�PRQ:I8S�TUI�K�V5W�X#K�X�S�YMZ.J
E
NS\[�X

E
N�]�]�X�O

the 'fractional reduction per slab' and clearly 0 < f <1. 
 
Then the chance of an uncharged particle surviving travel through the slab is (1-f). 
 
If there are two slabs in a row, then a particle stands (1-f) chance of surviving the first 
slab and (1-f) of surviving the second slab. Thus the total chance of getting through 
two slabs is (1-f)(1-f) 
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[eg if f= 1/3 then see that we expect 2/3 of the particles exiting the first slab (which is 
2/3 of the entrant number to the first slab) to get through the second slab also So we 
get (2/3)(2/3)=4/9 of the initial number of particles exiting the second slab]. 
Then in general we expect the chance of survival of travel through p slabs to be  

(1-f)p. 
 

If No photons enter then we expect No.(1-f)p particles to exit the p'th slab. 
That is, N=number of particles surviving p labs= No(1-f)p
The expected fraction of particles that survive is clearly N/No. We denote this as S. 

If out of No particles then N survive, we ascribe the numerical value of S to be the 
chance for any single particle surviving also. 
 
Note that since altering p alters the material depth then this means that S is a function 
of x also. 
So we can write S = S(x) using functional notation. ���������	��
����������������
�������
�����������! 	�"���#�����%$ &' �() %$

 *,+�-#.0/21)354�6'387
 

This gives that S(x) =  1 f−( )

x

∆x  
Also, N is clearly dependent on x also and N = N(x) , thus   

N(x) = N 0( ) 1 f−( )

x

∆x⋅  
 
So far to calculate the surviving fraction (equivalent to chance of any one particle 9;:�<�=?>@=?>�A?B!C�D�E5F�G5CIH�J5K,LMFNL�DO:?PE�A?FQF�E!C�DMR�A?DSLUT�CIH#>�A?B59�V�J?WOCXH?F�9�PY�Z[CXH#>\�R�A?F�9"9^]'J?W�Y�A#E
also the value of f.  
Can S be expresse _M`�a�b�c�d�e2f�g[h�c�bji)kmlon8p�b;q�hIr?c�b%hXr#q�g[p	q�g#_�s0p#t  
It can, and the law that results is the exponential attenuation equation. 
 
Starting from:  S(x) = (1-f)uov�w0u   
Let (1-f) = b, say, where obviously 0< b<1  since 0 < f <1 also. Then  S(x) = b x5y�z'x . 
Impose the condi {�|}O~�{I�#��{#{X�?���5���5{X�[�����0�	����}!{X�#|�'�)���?���0�o���0�����  
[The relationship now is already identifiable as exponential decay, since if  0<b<1 and �o���0���N���I�?���[�X�#�������������5�?���?���5�j��� #¡5��¢���£[��¤�¥#������O�����#¡2¦�¡5��¢�§����������'���5�?���?���5�j��� ¨ �£!©[���X�
the distance x.] 
Progressing, write now: 

  S(x)  = b

1

∆x









x

   using the law of indices that  (ab)c = abc.
Let  a = 1/b. Then since 0 < b < 1 this means that  1<a. 

Thus   S(x) = 1

a




1

∆x









x

  = a
1−( )

1

∆x







x

 = a

1

∆x









x−

 

….again using the law of indices. ª�«S¬®"¯�°0±	²I³m³�«�´¶µ¸·¹²@º#²@»�µ�¼?«�³"²�»j²�½?µ�º�¾�´�¿?µ�À;Á�³"²�º#Â�µ¸°0±	²I³0¼?«�³"²�»j²�½?µ�Ã�º#Ä[·¹²�º#²�»
e.  
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Let a

1

∆x = w, say. ���������
	����	����������������������������! #"�$%���&���&'(�)�+*����,�+*��+�.-/��	����102�3�!45�6�7�)�+*�	8�9�5$;:.	��%<=�?>?-�@���:
bigger than 1 then this number to any positive power is always also > 1).  

Then we now have: S(x) = w
x−   where w > 1. 

This is an exponential decay equation (negative power of a positive quantity involved) 
since the thickness x is regarded as a positive value always and because w >1.  

(See that if w<1 then we could have for example if w = 1/2 that then w-x = 2
1−( ) x−

 = 

2
x which is an exponential growth. We need w >1 for exponential decay if x is always 

to be positive-as it is) 
 

Now using the fact that eln(w) = w, then:  S(x) = (eln(w))−x. A.B8CED&F�G+HJI1KML9N�O?PJF�QRLRS�TRU�V&F�W�BH#SYX7Z?W�[;F�U]\�D�C_^
D`[ba=c�D`[;CE[bd1D`[ba?Ge\?IEf�B8g]U]\�U�\hV�d9\?F�U]\?giB
here] 

This gives   S(x) = e
α− x⋅  j5kRl_m?n;o�l�mqp�r�r .the exponential law of attenuation

The quantity α is in fact the linear attenuation coeff icient, µ, (µ was introduced and 
defined as the linear attenuation coefficient earlier in the context of ‘ thin slices’) . 
 
It can also be shown that α = µ. (See exercise 3.5 later) 
 
This now completes the derivation and gives   

xexS ⋅−= µ)(   or since S(x) = N(x)/N(0) then 
xeNxN ⋅−= µ).0()(  

Using the Exponential Decay Law 
The exponential decay law can be used wherever µ is single valued. It is only single 
valued for whenever nvc is constant. That (practically) means nv should be constant 
(this is equivalent to uniform density in a material block) and the cross section c 
should be constant.

In fact the cross section c varies (for quantum mechanical and relativistic reasons) 
with the energy of the uncharged particle,ε. So in fact µ = µ(ε,ρ),which means µ is 
really a function rather than a constant. It will be a constant value whenever the 
uncharged particles are of single energy and the material is constant in density (ie a 
given case or ‘system’) , and because of this variability between systems, µ is referred 
to as a ' coeff icient' . 
 
The exponential law is also written usually in the form: 

  
x

e).0(N)x(N
⋅ρ⋅





ρ
µ−

=  s�t&u�v�w
xiyqz5{}|]~;�e��w!����s�s��8�+��w�u?���8��t��;u/v��bw��5��t�v�t�w8u%�5~q�]�8�+��w��E�e����u�y(~?t+s.�5���?�����8��w����  
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Half Value Thickness (HVT). 
 
It is possible to characterise an X ray beam according to how ‘well ’ it penetrates a 
given material. 
 
That is to say, upon measuring some beam quantity, R, then this can be compared to 
its initial (entrant) value. 
 
Taking the ratio as a half, then one can find the distance (say x) into some material 
that causes this. 
 
Clearly this particular thickness (which we call the half value thickness – HVT- also 
called half value layer- HVL in some texts), depends upon two things: (i) the photon 
energy (ii ) the material used. 
 
In fact we can easily obtain a relation be

���������	��
���������������������������� !�" ��$#�����%&
('
value and the HVT, it is: 

  
µ

)2ln(=HVT  

Typically the X photons used in diagnostic radiology have HVTs measured in 
Aluminium. Higher energy photons (as in medical X ray therapy) have HVTs 
measured in copper. 
 
Because X photons used in imaging are produced using X ray tubes (see next topic), 
then an X ray beam is not comprised of just one value of photon energy. Rather a 
‘collexion’ (or ‘spectrum’) of such photon energies exists. Consequently the simple 
relationship above does not hold for the beam as a whole (because there is not one 
single )�*�+�,.-�/�01/�243.5�/607298;:=<?>�/(@�/�+�AB+6CD+(EF>�81,�/�GH  
(Note that the relation does hold for each ‘group IKJ1LNM�O�J�PQJ;RTSDU�PVSWJ;X	Y�Y�R�Y�Z�[!\$] j say. If 
their HVT could be separately measured in some way). 
 
This does stop the existence of one HVT value existing for such a beam. What occurs 
is that as the beam penetrates, then there is preferential removal of the lower energy 
photons for each centimetre of travel. Consequently the average photon energy 
increases with thickness.  
 
However we can still define HVT values for the beam, and multiple ones exist. The 
first HVT (denoted typically as HVT1) is that thickness reducing the beam quantity 
measured to one half of its value at thickness zero. That is, if R(x1) = 0.5 R(0) then x1 
= HVT1. 
Similarly reducing R(x1) to 0.5 R(x1) will require a further thickness of material. This 
thickness (denote it x2) will be rather larger than HVT1 since the average photon 
energy is greater. Thus R(x2) = 0.5R(x1). In this case, (x2-x1) = HVT2. 
 
The characteristic plot will give a ‘concave up’ curve when ln(R(x)/R(0)) is plotted 
versus x where multiple photon energies, ̂ j, are present. 
 
On the other hand a single photon energy beam (‘mono-energetic X rays’ so called) 
would yield a straight line plot. (See example at end of this section). 
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Note that the HVT value obtained for a multiple photon energy beam will differ 
depending upon exactly what quantity is used to measure the beam. 
If we base R upon a particle count, (eg photon fluence or photon flux), then the HVT 
based upon this premise will differ from a HVT obtained based upon a measure of 
radiation based upon energy measurement (see later exercise). 
 
Absorption Coefficients. 
 
The linear attenuation coefficient we have seen is defined by: 

  
x
N

N

∆

∆
=µ  

�����������	��
�������������������������������������! !"��$#&%�������&%'"! )(+*,�����������.-���/10��2�����.34��(5��%6��(5�7%+���8�2���
9�:�;=<�>@?�A�B�>DC�EF?�9HG�EJI�B�A2K�I�L.MONQPSRSR�9�B�A�?)T&T&<!U�AHA�K�<�<!VW:H?�A�P'B�9YX�Z�K�:H[)\  
  

  
x

N
N

∆

∆
= ε

ε
µ  

]_^�`Ya�b,ced�fg`2h�i�j�k=l�^�m�`Yl�npo�h�l�`qlWm�r�i!j�kFi�m�i�s�t�u.v2wxs@j�u�i�m�i�s�t�uzyY`2hHj�`�d'f{j�`�`qi�m�^Hj�`qi!|8r�u
 the }�~��q���@�'~)���z�g�	�'�'�)���2�H�'�������!���{������~��H���@�e���g�2�����q����~)�����@~��.�����������.�����2�@~����H�q�8�2�������H�6�4�	�'�'�)��D�Y�

 �����H�{�� ,¡Q¢q�@¡J£�¤�¥�£�¤!�	¤�¦�§&�g§2��¤�¨q£@©!ª�§�«'¬�¦$¬z¨Y�£@©�®Q¯�¤)©�°±¤�¦�¤�£�²�®4©�§'§�¤�¦��H©�§�¤)³.´2¯�®.©)µSµ�¤·¶�¤�¦�§
types) in the thin slice. 
 ̧�¹�º�»½¼.¾!¿�»=¿)À'Á	Â�Ã�º�Ä+»�Å�º�Æ&Ç�Æ�º�Åqº!È�¿!ÁDÅ�¹�º�ÉqÆ@¿!¾�Å&ÄSÂW»

of beam energy removed (from the 
primary X ray beam), PER unit thickness. 
 ÊÌË@Í5Î&Í+Ï�Ð�Ï�Ñ�ÒÔÓ�Õ�ÖJ×ØÕ

E Ù�ÚHÛQÜ@ÝJÞ E, then: 

 
x
E

E

∆

∆
=µ    

Suppose though we only considered the amount of energy actually absorbed in the ß	à'á'â)ã�ä�åpæ  çéè�ê�ë�ìqè�ì2íHî'ïñð!ï{ò{ó
ab. (This amount of energy results from all the recoil electrons from ô)õSõ�ö�÷�ø�ùqøWú$û6ú�ùqü�ý@ô!þ�ù�û'ø�ú$ü·ÿ�ü�ú�ù��Dö�ý�ø����Hþ)ü�����ü�ö�ø���û5ù&û+ú	�8ù2÷�ü)û6ýgü�ú�ü�ý
����õSø�þ!ô)õSõ�.û6ú��	õ'û�þ)ü��������  

 ���	�������! #"%$'&
ab (*),+*-/.10	2�34.*0	2�576�8:9�.�+<;�3=;>5�2?3	2�6
@�A�8?BC-D;�6�B	2�E�+F34.*0	2G.10C+F3H-DI#+#9�2�J'KML  

Further more we define: 

  
x

E
E ab

en ∆

∆
=µ  

 N
en is known as the linear energy absorption coefficient. 

 O1P	Q:R�S#TVU	WYX>Z*[CT*\]S#TVU	^�R?_'Q�`a^�b�bcT#Q:T#^�U>ZYd>efZ*[	^hg>^?UC\�TZ*e�i�R:\�jk^hg�T*g%b�`�_]l�^�R?_
S#T#^�_�m�W>TFno^:\pRqU	^rj

quantity, the mass energy absorption coefficient, denoted by 





ρ

µen  or also 
en







ρ
µ

. 

 The alternative subscript ‘ab’ rather than ‘en’ is also used in some texts. 
 
The mass energy absorption coeff icient has wide use in photon dosimetry. 
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 D�E�F�GIH
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G�G�F�K4S[ZQK4P3\
en above and get: 

  xEE enab ∆µ=∆  
Compare this with: 
  xEE ∆µ=∆  
You can see that there is less energy absorbed for any particular slice than there is 
energy removed from the beam. 
 
If we then used the exponential equation using the linear absorption coefficient rather 
than the linear attenuation coefficient, this would predict the amount of the beam 
energy (per second per unit area say, so an intensity) that has survived just absorption 
events. 
There will be more photons at any depth that have survived just absorption events 
than have actually survived, and so a prediction of intensity made on this basis would 
actually give an overestimate of intensity as measured at any depth: 
 
  x

o
x

o eIeI en ⋅µ−⋅µ− ⋅>⋅  
where Io is the intensity at depth x. 
 
What’s the use of this? 
It allows us to predict an upper limit of beam intensity* where we do not measure just 
primary photons, and this is the case where secondary photons (eg due to Compton 
events) manage to reach the detector (the larger the detector and the larger the area of 
the beam, then the more this is likely to occur-so called broad beam geometry) 
 
[* We could also apply this to any beam quantity, not just intensity, as long as we deal 
with single energy photon beams]. 

 
  
Example 3.3: 
Show that a plot of ln[R(x)/R(0)] versus thickness x will give a straight line in the case 
of single energy photons in a uniform material. 
 
Solution. 
For single energy photons in a uniform material, then one value only of ]  exists. 
Then the exponential law applies and  xeRxR ⋅−= µ).0()(   

Then ( ) xe
R

xR x ⋅−==




 ⋅− µµln
)0(

)(
ln  

Comparing this equation with the straight line formula Y = mX + C, it can be seen 

that this will give a straight line plot where Y = 





)0(

)(
ln

R

xR
, X = x, the gradient m = −̂ , 

and the intercept on the Y axis is zero. 
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Example 3.4. 
 
Find the number of HVTs that will reduce the intensity of a single energy photon 
beam to (i) One eighth its initial value and (ii) One sixth its initial value. 
 
Solution. 
In (i) then  I(x)/I(0) = exp(- ���������
	����������� - ���������������
 "!#�%$&�����(')��*�� - +�,�-.-0/�13254�6�7�8
9�:#-�; -<>= ?  @BA#CED5F�G�H�IKJ�L(MKN�OQP�R�SUT�V�WXFYH[Z N�OQP�R\V^]_T`HBG�H�I�a
M"b#L%F

-(Ln(2)/HVT).n.HVT = -n.Ln(2) 
So Ln(1/8) = -n.Ln2 , n = - Ln(1/8) / Ln(2) = Ln 8/ Ln 2 = Ln 23/Ln2 = 3*Ln2/Ln2  
= 3 
So 3 HVTs are needed. 
In (ii) Same calculation gives n = Ln (6)/Ln(2) = 2.585 
Alternatively let  2-n = F where F = 1/8 and 1/6 respectively. 
Then 2-n = 1/8,  ln(2-n) = ln(1/8), -n = ln(1/8)/ln(2), n = ln(8)/ln(2) = 3 
Also 2-n = 1/6, -nln2 = ln(1/6), nln2 = ln6, n = ln6/ln2 = 2.585 
 
Exercise 3.5: c^d�eQfhgifhg
g3j�k(d(jmlnd^o�f�d�dKo_jqpmr\s�g"d.f`s�d%tBf`k�uvg
uws_xXu�sXd^o_jql�u^g
p`y�g
g
uzr�s�{vphf`s}|_jqg�o_r#e�s�~�d(rn|_j�jm��y�fm�
���B���\�K�_���v���_�h�`�����^���`�������(�v�\���m���m�.���v�h�v�����%���m�����_�h�5�h�`�"�v�z�`�
�

 
Using the approximation for small enough number y that: ye y +≅ 1 , apply this idea 
to a thin slice of material using the equation N(x) = N(0).e− ���  and so show that in 
deed �  = � , the linear attenuation coefficient.  
(Hint: substitute ∆x for x and use the definition for the linear attenuation  coefficient �^�����[���5�( w�B�0¡�¢�£ ¤

). 
 
Exercise 3.6 [C ] 
[Note highlighted sections (v) and (x) should be considered optional- for those 
students who wish to ‘have a go’ using Excel®] 
Consider 3 photon groups. Denote the energy for each group by Ei (in keV), the 
number of photons per second per square mill imetre (ie photon flux) at depth 0cm by ¥B¦�§w¨v§�©`ª�«n¬^_®�¯v¨wª_®m©`°0©�¬v¬(®�ª�±�©�¬.¨z¦�ª³²m¦�®µ´.´�¨^²h¨z®`ª�¬>¶�·³¸

i (or write ‘mu’ on a spreadsheet). 
Here are some values for 3 different photon energies: 
 

     
photons 
/(sec*mm2) 

E1(keV) 94 mu 1 0.48 per cm No,1 1.00E+06 
E2(keV) 60 mu2 0.75 per cm No,2 1.00E+06 
E3(keV) 40 mu3 1.53 per cm No,3 2.00E+06 
 
(i)  On one Excel worksheet construct a table for N at various x ( 0< x < 10cm) for 
 each group and also a column of values for Ntotal. You will have to employ 
 the exponential rule for this. 
 
(ii )  Plot the results, get 4 separate curves for each of the 4 different N values. 
 
(iii )  Plot the values again but using a logarithmic scale for N this time (On Excel®: 
 right click on the axis, get a mini menu then > Format Axis > Scale and then 
 select the logarithmic scale box option with a left click).  
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(iv)  Estimate the value of the first HVT (HVT1) by eye from one of your photon 
 flux versus depth plots (one is easier than the other). 
 
(v)  Use the bisection method* to accurately find the ‘photon flux HVT1’ value to 
 4 significant figures. 
 
(vi)  Adapt your table by extending it to include calculation of the group intensities 
 at each x depth, including the total intensity at each depth, Itotal , due to all 
 photons. 
 
(vii)  Produce a plot of the Intensity versus x using linear scales. Again there should 
 be each of the 4 curves upon it. 
 
(viii )  Produce an I versus x plot using a logarithmic scale for Intensity.  
 
(ix) Estimate from the table you produced the value of HVT1 based upon intensity. 
 [In this case this intensity based HVT1 will be close to the photon flux based 
 HVT1, but different]. 
 
(x) Compute-using a spreadsheet bisection method*- to 4 significant figures the 
 intensity based HVT1 value and compare this to the photon flux based HVT1 
 value. 
 
[* It is easy to open up the bisection spreadsheet bisection_1.xls available for 
download from ITGs webpage for phy114, highlight the working cell region there 
with all formulae contained in them, then COPY, and then PASTE this region into 
your new workbook. To paste the region just left click in ONE cell where you want 
the upper left corner of your new bisection table to be placed, then click the ‘paste’ 
button as usual. Note you will of course have to amend the formulae in some cells 
since you seek a root now to a new equation. 
Note also: that if you want to find the value of x where u = 13, where also u(x) = 6ex , 
(say, just to illustrate the idea here),  then you really have an equation: 13 = 6ex. 
Rewrite this as 0 = 6ex-13. Then if we create a new function, call it y, and y = 6ex-13, 
then if we now find the root of this ‘new y function’ we will have solved the original 
problem. Apply this idea in this case.] 
 
 
Exercise 3.7 
A parallel 53keV photon beam irradiates a block of aluminium. However not only 
primary photons are measured, as some secondary photons manage to reach the rather 
large detector. 53keV photons in aluminium have mass attenuation and mass 
absorption coeff icients of 0.334 and 0.184 cm2/g respectively.  
Take the density of aluminium as 2.7gcm-3. 
If an intensity of 10mJ/s.m2 is at the entrance of the block, specify a predicted range 
for the intensities at the exit of the block that is 10cm thick. 
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The Inverse Square Law. 
 
So far it has been assumed either explicitly or implicitly that the radiation travels in 
one direction. For example, in the exponential law of attenuation, it is assumed the 
photons or other zero charge particles enter a block of material traveling in the ‘x 
axis’ direction. 
However the particles constituting the radiation need not be generated in the same 
direction. 
 
An important case is that of a point source of radiation. 
In this ca ���������
	
���������������������	�	
������	������������������! #"$�%	'&(�*),+�������&��������.-/�*�10/2#�3�54����(������ #6
photons are from a nucleus).  
 
A general relationship can be easily found. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the above diagram, a general scheme for emission of particles is shown. 
There are two imaginary spherical shells at radius r1 and r2 from the point radiation 
source, in a vacuum. Only a few particle emissions are shown but the number of 
particles in general is many, and let the number (emitted in a given time interval say) 
be in fact a number N. 
 
Suppose we say that, in the same interval of time that N1 particles pass through shell1 
and N2 pass through shell2. Now since there is no absorption or deviation of particles 
in any way, then there must be the same number of particles traveling through each 
shell surface in the same time interval for each shell (just as many go through the first 
shell as the second shell). So N1 = N2 = N say. 
 
However the fundamental radiation quantities must be different. 
 7�8:9�;�<>=?�<.@�A�<*@�B�CEDF?�<�G�G3H�8�DJI�KLA

1
2 M�N�OQPR�M�PTS�UEVFR�W�X�X�Y[Z�VJ\�]L^

2
2, then: _

av `/a,b3cFd�e�f�f3g>h(i$jlk�mLb 12  and  n av o�p�qFr�s�t�t�u�v(w$x'y�zL{ 22 
 
Also  | av }/~#�J�F�������J���E��� � 1 �l���L� 12 and � av }/~#�J�F��������������� � 2�l���L� 22 
 ����������������'�������������� �¡£¢¤�����¥�¦��
�/��§�¨��*�1©/�!¦�ª[�>«�¦�¨�¬�����������¢/¡,���*¦*§��(¡,����!®
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Note that since N1 = N2 = N: 
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an area portion on sphere 2. Taking a ratio of the energy fluences through each, and O.P�Q�R8S:T�Q�UVS�W�X�SZY\[

1 ]�^�_�`ba�cd]�e5^Bf8g�h<e#]�e�a�_�^Ba�_�i)jHf<kml�e�a�c!c)nF_�k�o#i\p 2 travel through the 
same size area on shell2: 
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Now the concentration of particles per unit area on a shell we expect to be the same 
for any chosen area portion of the shell. We also expect any such concentration (for 
any chosen surface area portion) to be the same value as the concentration of 
particles per unit area as averaged across the whole surface of that same shell (as 
long as N is decently a large number with no significant statistical deviation from one q5rtsBu�v�w:r	x8yzw&xz{�y�x8w�|�u�s }){�y�q0~�x.�.� x<s){��.rt�bu�y=�Cr�y�r�w:u�{�sBu�{J��x8s:w r!x<yz��{�~L~Lr�y���y�x���{Jy5�5�=��u�s)���
of particles the same relation applies and we can write just from this expectation that: 
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The ratio is dependent only upon the radii of the shells. 
[Equating the previous ratio with the above one before gives: 
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Which also indicates that the number of particles passed through a given sized area ¥)¦H§<¨=©�ª�«�¬m�¬�©�®!®�¯��¯�¨#°�¬�©�±�ª�°:¯	§#§d²³°�¬�©�¯�¨.´b©�±��©�Lµ<¶�ª�±B©��§d²³°�¬�©��¬�©�®!®.±�ª�·5¯�¯!¸L¹
 

 

Taking the limiting value º.»�¼�½:¾�¿zÀ:Á&¼NÂ�Ã�ÄÅ¼NÂ Æ  0, again assuming a continuous 
‘f lood’ of particles, then since the ratio is dependent only on the radii we obtain the 
same result: 
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…where the subscript ‘av’ can be dropped since we now deal with the point values. 
 
Dividing by a time interval in the numerator and denominator makes no difference to 
the ratio of radiation quantities, and this means that we can also write the same 
relationship for particle flux and intensity, and in general, for any radiation quantity 
R:    
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=   …known as the ‘ inverse square law’ . 
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Exercise 3.8 
The intensity is measured as 3mJ/(s.m2) from a point source at 1 metre from the 
source. 
(i) Find the intensity at 0.5metres, 2 metres, and 1.4 metres away from the source. 
(ii ) How many more particles pass through a small area 1sq mm on a shell surface 
 that is at 0.75 m from the source than one at 1.25 m from the source, in 1 
 second? 
 
Combining Attenuation and Inverse Square Laws 
 
The decrease of a radiation quantity due to divergence as in the point source case, is 
an entirely independent process from any attenuation that occurs due to the radiation 
traversing material. 
 
Suppose a point source emits n1 particles through a small area a that is at distance r1 
from the source, and n2 through a small area of same size a that is at distance r2 from 
the source. Then from the above inverse square law it must be that n2/n1 = (r1/r2)

2. 
So n2 = n1. (r1/r2)

2. For the case r2 > r1 then the factor (r1/r2)
2 can be viewed as a 

‘reduction factor’ . 
 
Suppose though that between r2 and r1is attenuating material then this means a depth 
of material equal to (r2 - r1) must be traversed. 
 
The exponential law then tells us that for no particles entering the area a at r1, there is 
an emerging number n through area a at r2 given by the exponential law. 
That is, n = no.e

- ���  , where here in fact x = (r2 - r1). Or can write n/no = e- ��� . 
That is, purely by attenuation, there is a loss of particles and the reduction factor is 
equal to exp(- ��� �
	 2 - r1)). 
 
Therefore there are two completely independent reduction factors that will reduce the 
particle number (and thus any energy radiation quantity also) entering any small area 
at distance r1 ����������������������������� �!�"��#$��%&������&'(��)*�+���,���"�-�����/.0����� 2. 
 
In genera 1�1,2�354!6 1 7&8:9<;&8�=?>?@A7&8"BDC�EGF�H"B�9JILK�M,8ONP8"=�9Q8"B*I�=&R$S T0H�9�B 1 U"V�WYX[Z 2 be the number \^]5_�`"a�b�c<d�e,f�ghfji�ckbJc�l&m$n o0`�b�a

2. Then we expect two reduction factors to multiply such 
that: 
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If the equation ( )( )12 rr
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          I1 U�V  
              
  
  
 reduction (r1/r2)

2    
 : divergence  reduction exp(- WYX Z�[ 2 - r1)) 
    : attenuation         I2 
       r2     

 

 

 

Example 
The intensity at the surface of water held in a tank at a distance of 40cm from a point 
source is 4mJ/m2s. Find the intensity at a depth of 3cm deep into the water. 
The linear attenuation coefficient is 0.25 per cm. 
 
Solution: 
  I(3 cm deep in water) = 4x10-3.{(40/43)2}{exp(-0.25.3)} J/(m2s)  
   = 1.635 x 10-3 J/(m2s)
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The Transfer of Photon Energy to Electron Kinetic Energy. 
 
Earlier the interaction of photons with electrons via three main mechanisms was 
discussed. It was also said that from each of these interactions if the incoming photon 
energy is large enough (greater than the bound energy of the electron in the case of 
photoelectric and Compton events or greater than 1.02MeV in the case of pair 
production events), then the balance of the energy goes into kinetic energy of the 
electron emitted, a so called ‘recoil electron’ . 
 
Therefore some of the energy of a photon beam goes into electron recoil energy. 
 
The recoil electrons then lose this energy via one or both of the following processes: 
(i)  Electric interactions with nearby atomic electrons they travel near, either 
raising their bound energy levels (moving them to a higher energy n shell ) or in fact 
 causing ionizations in the material. 
(ii ) Bremsstrahlung events, if the recoil electron penetrates the electron ‘clouds’ of 
 the atoms of the material. 
 
The first mechanism always occurs, and the second is a more rare mechanism, but 
greater in higher atomic number Z material. 
 
The first mechanism, because energy is transferred to the atomic electrons of the 
material, means that energy has been absorbed by the material.  
 
The second mechanism means X photons are emitted, which can also either 
eventually deposit their energy via recoil electrons into the material, or be emitted 
outside the material. 
 
We therefore distinguish between the energy transferred to the electrons by the 
photons of the beam, and the amount of energy finally absorbed. 
 
The fraction of beam energy absorbed per small depth interval ���������	��
 ab/E, led to 
the earlier definition of the linear absorption coefficient: 
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Since this, like the linear attenuation coefficient depends upon the number of entities ������������������������������� �!�!����"�#��	�$�%�'&�)(*#��$+�,��#���-	�"��.����/10�2�#+" d so the mass absorption 
coefficient was also defined by simply dividing the linear absorption coefficient by 
the density: 
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tr, and also the mass 

energy transfer coefficient: 
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The linear energy transfer coefficient � � tr, is defined by: 
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amount of energy present in the beam on entry at the thin slice. 
 8�9�:"; <�=�>@?BA :	CEDGFIH F�D > C�J > 9�FLK >%M�NO> K >�N	P�QRM�S :"; N#T C2F�;�KVU,; >,W#W F�U%F > K.C S.Q C�J > D > K :BFIC QRX C2;Y; S C M FLK
the mass energy transfer coefficient: 

   





ρ
µ tr  

 
These quantities are important in radiation dosimetry involving photon radiation. 
 
Exercise 3.9 
 Z�[(\�]"^�_�`,a�bcedgf@hi\�j0a�k�_�\,^�lG\)j0d�j2\,^�dgfnmpo qsrgt)d�kuk�\%vG_�\�j#_wdx[ea�[�a�k	y�z&a�[.j0a�k�]Oj�{�a-]"^�_�`,axo

 |-}�~I�R� � �i�g�n������� �"���#���%���Y�I��� �L}&�����-�"~����,���g�s�����-� � �s�&�g����� ���E���O������} �"�#���#�	�%���2�Y��~w�%�����	�x}
kinetic energy from the radiation beam. 
The slice is 1mm thick and the density of the material is 2.7 g/cm3. 
(i) Find the mass energy absorption coefficient. 
(ii) Find the mass energy transfer coefficient. 
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3.4  Elementary Dosimetry 
Dosimetry is concerned with the energy deposited and absorbed in the attenuating 
material, and so dose quantities are for the description of this, rather than describing 
the beam. Two very important quantities are now defined. 
 
Absorbed Dose 
 
We had earlier that  
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Then rearranging we get: 
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Then the energy absorbed per unit mass (for the slice) is: 
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  m�n�o�pIq�r�sKtFu(t
v�wWx
ab y2zW{}|�~ define as the absorbed dose, and is in this case it is the 

average value calculated for the slice.  
SI units for absorbed dose are J/kg and this combination is known as Gray or ‘Gy’ . 
So  1J/1kg = 1Gy 
The quantity E/A is the total energy going into the slice divided by the area of the 
slice. Thus it is the average ���������U���#�(���������� av for the slice.  ���������������U�����&�*�(��� ���K�����M�������
�
�����8�����
�����M����*���K I¡����*¢¤£ ¥�¦��������§¢¨�
�W�*¡*©3ª����0�&«
ph ¬UF¬E®�¯�°&¬*±(®�° ±�®K�¬�M²�³�¯�´
±
µ�³�³�¶�µ�²3¬K·�³�®�³�¸�°E¹ ºU»  
The bracketed quantity is the mass energy absorption coefficient.  
 

Thus we can write: Dav = ψav

µen

ρ









⋅
 

 
The idea of 'limiting values' can be used and consider limiting the area over which we 
record the number of photons ¼�½§¾�¿�À�¼�ÁÂ�½IÃF¼FÄ
½EÅÆ½&ÇO¼8È�É�À�Ê
Ä8Ë�É�Á�Ã�É�Á�ÌKÍWÎ�Ï�ÐWÄ(Ñ�É�ÒhÄ8À�ÉÓ¼8È�ÉÔ*Õ*Ö3×�Ø�Ù�Ú�ØÙ�Ø�Û�ÜEÙRÝ Ü&Þ2ß*à�ÜUáFÜEÔ�âäã
âWÔ�ÜUÚ�å�Û�Û�ÜIÙRÝ*ã(Ô�æKç"èhÔ�ÜEá*é-×*ÕKá�â�ÜIÖ+Ø�âRÖ?å�çGçGØ�Ù�ê�å�ç(Õ�Ø�ëìé¤í
So we are considering now just a small bit of the slice around some point P say. The 
volume of this little bit of the sli î�ïÓð�ñGòGò*ó�ôUðöõ�ï�÷Wøù÷0ú2ûEü�ý�ïþ?ÿ����%ð�ñGòGò*õ�ï��lû ÷0øù÷WúOû  
This now gives (for the little bit of slice) that 

∆Eab

∆m
= ε∆N

∆A

µen

ρ









⋅  
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shrinks accordingly, and so limiting values are reached for the ratios involved and we 
get: 

   
dEab

dm
= εdN

dA

µen

ρ









  

and this is the same as writing the equation again but NOW with 'point' values (at the 
point P) as: 
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   D = ψ
µen

ρ









⋅  

 
Kerma 
The definition for the linear energy transfer coefficient encountered earlier was: 

   
x

E
E tr

tr ∆

∆
=µ  

 
Rearrange the above equation: 
   xEE trtr ∆µ=∆  ���������	��
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and the situation is now analogous to the above case of absorbed dose. 
 VXW�Y�Z"[�\']	^P_9^�`ba4c

tr dPe4f5g�hXiOj-kml'n�h�o"pqn�r�sbs	o	h�r�tun�r�v�l'w�h�ryx�z�l.xXs	r�l�{�h}|�g�xuz�xuz�r3r.~�r'p)���
ABSORBED by the material), but is a new quantity we define and is called the 
KERMA. It is denoted K and the name itself is an acronym for Kinetic Energy 
Released per unit Mass. The units are identical to those of absorbed dose. 
In the equation above we have found an average value for the whole slice, so: 

   Kav = ψav

µtr

ρ









⋅  

Likewise the same arguments apply to limiting values and we get for any point P 

within the material that: K = ψ
µtr

ρ









⋅
 

 
Exposure. 
 
Exposure is a well -defined quantity in radiation physics (in common parlance it is 
sometimes taken to mean the same as 'irradiation' but here in physics when the word 
exposure is used it has a precise meaning). It is not itself a dosimetric quantity, and is 
in fact another beam quantity, however it is common to relate dosimetric quantities 
(eg D or K) to exposure, which is denoted usually as X (that's a large 'X' !!! ).  
X is actually the { charge/mass of air} as seen below.  
 
It is diff icult to DIRECTLY measure any of the fundamental beam quantities so far 
introduced, but since high energy photons IONIZE air, then a measure of the amount 
of ionization indirectly measures a photon beam 'in some way'.  
This ‘some way’ needs to be properly looked at! 
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'Dose in Air' and Exposure ���������
	�����������������
��������������� �!��"�#%$'&)(*�+�*������	��,-��.���/�/�
�*���0"1�����2��3�4�5#76�8�#9��������3�4	
about some point P on the entry face of the slice. This amounts to a small bit of the 
slice that has vo :<;�=?>A@-BDC @�EFC�G�H�IKJ�G,LMG�=NG4J�JO@P=QC  
 
Suppose that on average it takes W units of energy to cause one ionization event in 
air.  RMS T9U
VXW�Y?W�Z?S*[�Y�\FS�V^]�Y�],_3`*aKbPc

ab is absorbed in this little bit of air then we expect  d-e
ab /W to be the number of ions produced.  

 
Then there will be this number of positi ve charges of magnitude qe and this number 
also of negative charges of magnitude qe (assuming one electron on average is 
'knocked off ' per average air atom). 
fhg%i/g ikj�l�m�n�j�o3p�q�r�o3g�s�t�m�q4sKu�v7i'n�qAl
uwi�ixlyq�z�u<iFg0{|j4u<o~}�����u��A�
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Rearrange to get: 
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Now the quantity W/qe is essentially constant over a large range of photon energies up 
to ~ 3MeV. 
In fact ~ 33.7eV is needed to produce 1 ion, on average.  
Thus W/qe ~ 33.7 eV/e = 33.7 V. 
Since 1V = 1J/C and so W/qe ~ 33.7J/C also. 
 ¢^£�¤2¥�¦�§�¨�©/ª<©
«D¬-

ab ®x¯P°�±�²|³'´�µ2¶,·hµ�¸~¶�¹0µ2¶�º�²�»�¸kº�µ�¼D¼�»�²�µA½k»�¸F³'´�µA¾
±w³�³x¾yµ�º�±<³F»0½|¶4±<¸-±<¿�·�»0¾w·�µ�¼�À
and the quantity that is {charge/mass of air} is defined as the EXPOSURE, X.  
In this case it is the average exposure for the little piece of air.  
Thus:   
   Dav = (W/qe) Xav. 
 
When SI units are used we can insert the value of W/qe and so get:  
   Dav = 33.7 Xav 
…and in this case D must be in Gray and X in C/kg. 
[Note that D here refers to the absorbed dose in AIR. so to be explicit:   
Dav, air = 33.7Xav in SI units.] 
 
Shrinking down the air volume (and so mass) and using familiar argument as before 
we arrive at the point value form:   

   Dair = X
q

W

e

⋅   

This equation shows that ABSORBED DOSE IN AIR IS DIRECTLY 
PROPORTIONAL TO EXPOSURE. 
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Using an earlier result  D = ψ
µen

ρ









⋅ , which is true for ANY material, then it 

must also be true for air and so:  
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As long as the photon energy does not change then the mass energy absorption 
coefficient is constant also and so since W/qe is also constant (*up to 3MeV) then we �����	��
���������������������������! ���"#�$ %"'&

 
 
So by measuring exposure, this is an indirect measure of energy fluence at that point. 
 
[* Note that this is the reason why exposure X is ONLY defined for photons up to 
3MeV]. 
 
Absorbed Dose and Exposure 

Using D = ψ
µen

ρ
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then      D =  
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and  denoting     
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air

 as  " f "  

 
then     D = f X 
 
 
 
f is known as the  " f - factor' and varies with whatever varies the mass absorption 
coeff icients. 
Thus f is a function of the photon energy e and also the material type. 
 
Tables and graphs of f exist. The units of f are obviously those of W/qe and are 
Volts!!!  

Alternatively, the units of f are [D]/[X] and so in SI can be written as GykgC-1. 
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Exercise 3.10 
A total of 6mJ of energy is absorbed in a block of material whose mass is 1gram. 
Find the mean absorbed dose Dav. 
 
 
Exercise 3.11 
[You might like to arrange your calculations on a spreadsheet here for this exercise. 
This exercise brings together several aspects of previous study] 
Consider a beam of photons from a point source. The point source is 1 metre above 
the surface of water held in a large tank, at the closest point, and is held in a sealed 
shutter assembly so that irradiation can be made over any given time interval desired. 
(Actually this is just like some ‘ teletherapy’ devices employing radioactive sources). 
 
In independent measurements, the intensity of the source is seen to be constant over 
time and has a value of 2mJ/(s.m2) at a distance of 80cm from the source. 
 
The emitted 20keV photons have a mass attenuation coeff icient of 0.7613 cm2/g in 
water. �

en�������	��
���������������������! cm2"�#%$�&�')(
tr *�+�,�-/.10�2�3�4�.6587:9�;=<�9�>�?A@�B 2/g for this photon 

energy. 
The density of water is 1 gram per cubic centimeter. C1DFEHGFIKJ�LFENMPO�Q

enR�S�T�U/V6WYX�V6W�Z�Z�[F\^]_W�`a\cbd[FU/Z�U	eA\�eF\�Vgf/hiX�]�j�k lFm�ldnpo�` 2/g. 
Irradiation occurs for a time of 0.5 s. 
(i) Find the energy fluence at the surface of the water at the point closest to the 
 source for the time interval that irradiation occurs. 
(ii) Find the absorbed dose in the AIR just at the surface of the water, due to the 
 emitted photons*, at the same location as (i) above. 
(iii) Find the absorbed dose for the small element of water just at the surface and 
 laying directly beneath the point source, due to the emitted photons.(It is the 
 water closest to the source). 
(iv) Find the Kerma, due to the emitted photons, for the same piece of water. 
(v) Find the exposure X, at the waters surface, at the closest point to the source. 
(vi) Find the f factor for water at the emitted photon energy. 
(vii) Find the absorbed dose, due to the emitted photons, for a small element of 
water  that is 10 cm deep and directly beneath the point source. 
 
[* By this expression is meant really that we consider only the contribution to dose or 
kerma etc, that is directly due to the emitted photons, because the secondary photons, 
such as from the Compton process-scatter photons so called-will also contribute to 
absorbed dose and also kerma. This is a complication that is not considered in this 
subject but must be taken into account in actual dosimetry calculations and the effect 
can be significant. Where the radiation beam is very thin (coll imated tightly) the 
effect due to secondary photons is minor in typical radiological cases. 
Our calculations here are said to be only for the ‘primary radiation contribution’ ; 
which is only a reference to the primary radiation particles because in certain cases 
the secondary particles can actually be the major contributor to the total absorbed 
dose] 
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3.5  Interaction of Charged Particles in Matter. 
 
Charged particles travelling through matter exchange energy and create ionizations 
and excitations of surrounding atoms. 
 
The energy change per atomic collision of a projectile charged particle is: 

 
����� 2− ke q

2
⋅ e

2
⋅

b
2

v
2

⋅ me⋅
 

���	��
�������������	�����	��
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,�,���)-.�)/10
e is Coulombs constant, q is 

the charge upon the charged particle, e is the charge of the electron, v is the speed of 
the charged projectile particle, me is the mass of an electron, and b is the impact 
parameter. 243	576	598;:�<,=?>@5'AB=�8�6C=?6!D;=�EF:�<G5FAH<I3!:�<KJ�L�=�A�6	5)8":�<M=N>	5':�6!DOAQPORIL

2-E1) < 0, so E2 < E1 and 
this means the energy of the particle after interaction with an atomic electron is LESS 
than prior to the interaction (collision). Thus the charged particle loses energy. The 
energy is transferred to the atomic electron and may be so large as to overcome the 
binding energy of that atomic electron, thus causing an ionisation event. 
 
NOTE that the mass of the charged particle, m, does not appear at all in the 
expression above. 
This is a consequence of the derivation of the above equation which assumes a heavy 
particle such that m >>me. 
.

v

  m, q
      b

             e , me

(assumption of m >>me ==> li ttle deflexion )
.

 

Because there is a 'spread' in space of the atomic electrons encountered (or 'seen' by 
the charged particle, then to find SIT	U�U�V	U�W�XZY�[.\"]B]_^�` per unit interval a"b�c!a�d�e	f�ghdIe!i�jk�lCm�n;o"pMqHp,mOk'qrn;lsltk�pMu.m1osm"vwk)x.x"p�y	z'{)m"x.x�u�qBu�m�o|x.m"qBqQzFq�z�o!{)m�n;o"p,z�}�zF~Ou�ohpIy	z'u?o"p,z�},�!k)x@���	�
which will all be at different impact parameters, b. This amounts to a mathematical 
integration and was first calculated by Niels Bohr, requiring some physical insight for 
the limits of integration involved. 
 
 
Later work (by Bethe and Bloch) produced an equation known as the Bethe Bloch 
equation, and a simple version of this (we won’ t derive it!) is: 
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…where I is the mean ionization energy of the material the charged particles travel 
through, Z is the atomic number of the atoms in the material (equals the number of 
electrons per atom), z is the effective atomic number of the projectile particle (eg this ���������
	�������

 particle), N is the number of atoms per unit volume and the others have 
already been defined. 
 ���������������! "��#%$�&�'($�)* �+-,.�0/1/1�023�4�����65��678�09���+:�(;�<=<� "��93<�;?>3��7�@
�65��678�09��02A;B5��67���2= 4+:�!����,0�C;�D
path of x) and taking a limit of this (effectively assuming continuous 'spread of 
negative electron charge through the material) is the ('instantaneous') stopping power, 
denoted S. E�FHG=I�JLK
MON
P�QOESRSJ1T1T=U�VXWZY4[]\�PBR^V`_�V6Qa[�P?Q:V�b0P�I�_cV�I�J1V�I�KdG=I�JLK
Mfe�Q:VXg�V�hiYkjl[mP�Q�noV�hiYkjl[qp

 r�s�t�u vxw�y�z:{�v�t`|!t6z8u0w�}-}8s�{?z!|!t6~�t.�S{���|(t�~S|!{O�Z��}:|�|�s�t�}:�lv���{l�*u �cu`�is�t�~A��}Zt.�
 in this context 

and often called the 'micron'. 
 
This simple version of the equation has a serious flaw in that as v �  0 then S �  ∞  
However this is not true, and in fact z must be replaced by a term z* that decreases 
and as v �  0 and this means that z* �  0 also. 
 
This leads to a decrease to the value S = 0 after an initial increase up to some 
maximum value. 
 
Thus there is a 'peak' on a plot of S versus x known as the 'BRAGG PEAK'. 
 
The value of x where S is first equal to 0 represents the total path length of the 
charged particle and is its range. 
 
A CHARGED PARTICLE HAS A FINITE RANGE IN MATTER, AND SO CAN 
DEFINITELY BE STOPPED IF ENOUGH MATERIAL IS PRESENT. 
 
This is not the case with uncharged (eg photon) radiation, which follows an 
exponential attenuation and so since N/No = exp(- �������4�����6�c�����B�6�:�A�!�6���0�������6���A�
infinity ), then there is always a possibility that a photon will exit even the thickest 
chosen material slab. 
 
[By integrating the Bethe Bloch equation suitably, it is possible to find the RANGE of 
the charged particle in the particular material involved, when the initial kinetic energy 
Eo of the particle is known at the depth x =0 (ie the 'entrant kinetic energy).] 
 ���� X¡8¢�£�¤l �¥4¦�§�¦8§�¢0¨1¨L©�ª� 6£�«?¬( .ª3®¢�£�ª%¥"£*¯°¢.±6¬³²

 ´®µ�¶�·=¸:¹?·�¹�¸!º!µ�¹?»�¼0½�º(¹q¾À¿
Á  
(if we double the density of a given material then N -the number of atoms per unit 
volume- Â�Ã�Ä:Å�Æ�Ç�Ã=È�É1Ê0Ë=Ì�Í�Æ%ÄZÇ�ÎSÏ^Ð�É1É�Æ�Ç�Ã=È�É1Ê?Ñ?Ò�Ó�Ð4Ä�Â�Ê.Ì�Í�ÄkÅ�Ó�Ì6Å�Ô�ÕÖÏSÐ1É1É�Æ�Ç?Ã=È�É1ÊC×
Ç�ØkÊ.Ì.Ù�ÓÚ�ÛSÜ�Ý8Þ6ßcà0á1á1à0âAá1à0Þ.â=ãåä�æçÜ(èAÞêé�Þ0áLß�ãåä�æSèlëHÜ4é�àXÝ8Þ�ä�æ�à6ì

 
 
So íïîñðAò�ó   or ô®õçöñ÷    
…where k is a constant for that material and charged particle entrant kinetic energy. 
 ø�ù�ú�ûfü1ý0þ.ÿ=û�������ü����!û��
	�����cý��8û���û���ù�þ�����ý0ÿ���þ����!ú��0ü1ý���ú���ý��!ú��Cý���ý����� "!
ú#��ú$�
ú�þ0ü%��ú���ý��!ú��Cý���ý����� 
at x =0) for various materials and charged particles. &�'�(�)�*,+.-/'10�23-�*54.23-�6�7�8%*,)�9�*;:=<?>�6�7A@B7�6�7�*5CA7ED�).'�F5G

table plot and a density table), H�I,J�K.L�M/N�K"O,JPM/NAQRM�S,QRN�H�J/T.UWV#XZY,Q$[�O?["J]\5NAQ�S5N�H�VR^�K_^
`�L�a�bcaed
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Transmission characteristics of charged particles can be compared by plotting the 
particle flux versus x. These differ from a photon flux versus x plot because 
effectively there is no 'removal' of charged particles until they are 'stopped'. 
If the entrant kinetic energy is the same for all charged particles then all particles will �����������	��
���������	����������������� ���"!#
����$���%&����
��"�&������� ���(')
����$�� *+�&����$�,-�#�&����.������/�0�-���
statistical variation and this leads to an effect called 'range straggling'. 
 
 
φ 
 
 
 
 
 
   1�2 354�2�6	487�9�4�9�:<;>=-?�@"6	7BA8C�6�352�DEDGF84H9�DJI  
 
Beta particles as emitted by a radioactive substance have a range of kinetic energies K L�M<N0OPL>Q>R�S T�O�Q�NVU)W�K�X�Q�S�NYS�Z�[�N�\�]�^`_�[�NYOEa&\bS L  gives a transmission curve that can mimic 
an exponential decay. 
 
 
       curve mimics exponential decay 
 φ  
 
 
      definite interception of x axis 
 
 
     c   x 
 
However, in all cases of charged particle transmission, some value of x can be found 
so that the particle flux is always exactly zero, and so charged particle transmission is 
NOT exponential simply by this criterion.   
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Exercise 3.12 
[Part (v) & (vi) can be regarded as optional for those whom are interested enough 
only. [C] so use spreadsheet for these optional parts] 
The Bethe Bloch equation can be written like this: 

 
I is the mean ionization energy (in eV), me is rest mass of an electron, v is speed of the massive 
particle  
z is the number of charges of magnitude that of an electron (ie, z = charge of particle/ 1.6E-19 C) 
(eg proton = +1, alpha particle = +2 ), and a is the constant above for water.   
  
(Some of the constants in the original equation have been combined into the single 
constant ‘a’ .) 
Values for water for the constant ‘a’ and the ionisation energy are: 

a (for water)  Ι (water) 
1.53E+24 eV.m.s-2  75 eV 
 
The mass of the electron is 9.11 x 10-31 kg. 
If v is entered in metres/s, masses in kg, and I in Joules, then the equation gives an 
answer for the stopping power in eV/m, electron-volts per metre. 
 
(i) Write down an expression for v(in metres/s) in terms of E, the kinetic 
 energy of the projectile particle, and m the mass of the charged particle, where 
 m is in kg and E is in units of electron volts.  
 Use the classical equation for kinetic energy to do this. 
 
(ii) Rewrite the Bethe-Bloch equation in terms of the kinetic energy, E (in eV), of 
 the charged projectile particle, the mass of the particle, me and m (both in kg), 
 z, and also I(in eV). 
 
(iii) Write down an Euler scheme that allows calculation of E directly in units of 
 eV/m for different distances x. 
 
(iv) Obtain the first five non-zero distance values of E using the Euler scheme by 
 

���������	�
�����������	���������������
�����
����� �!���"���#�%$'&
�(��)+*-,.$�����/,0�1�	���2)3�/�24657���������7$8��$8�	$9���
 energy value of 800 keV, where the particle is a proton. 
   
(v) Implement the Euler scheme on a spreadsheet* and deduce the range of a  800 
 keV proton using your numerical solution.  
  
(vi) :�;=<�>�>9?�@-A�B�CEDB�>3D=</F7<�GIHKJ	@�LNMPOQD8>9?SR�J�TVU7M%W  
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3.6  Principles of Radiation Detection. 
Any detector of radiation must absorb some portion of the energy transported to it. 
This amount of energy Eab say, is then used in some intrinsic process according to the 

type of material used to absorb the particles and eventually a quantity is measured that 
constitutes a 'signal' that corresponds to the initial amount of radiation energy   Eab. 

 
Typical processes (3 kinds) enable one kind of classification scheme for radiation 
detectors: 
Ionization 
Scintillation 
Formation of electron-hole pairs in semiconductors. 
 
(i) Ionization  
Ionization of Silver halide Crystals in Film 
Ionization can 'sensiti ze' Silver Halide crystals in photographic film, and these can 
later be converted into silver grains by the chemical development process. The 
number of silver halide crystals in a photographic emulsion is finite and so then is the 
amount of silver grains produced (eg silver grains per square mm of film). 
The silver grains per sq mm is thus a non linear measure of the radiation energy that 
has fallen in that square mill imetre.  
 
Gas Ionization 
Alternatively gas ionization (of air or inert gas) can be used, resulting in the formation 
of electric charge that can be collected from the volume of gas (held in a chamber of 
some form). The charge enables a current to flow and so will develop a potential 
difference (Vout) across a resistor placed in series with the gas chamber. 
The greater the initial amount of charge liberated, the greater the signal Vout. The 
current is also dependent upon the potential applied across the gas chamber, V, used 
to collect the liberated electrons and positi ve ions. The ensuing current does not 
follow a simple 'Ohms Law' however. 
 
In fact there are three (3) distinct regions of response occur on a plot of Vout (Vout is a 
'signal') versus Applied Potential Vapp: 
 Ionization, proportional, and geiger regions exist. 
 
  Vout 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          I  P  G 
 
            Electrode Applied Voltage, V 
These regions are denoted I, P and G respectively on the above diagram. 
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When Vapp is small, then many ions recombine prior to collection on the plates of the 
gas chamber. If Vapp is increased then more charge can be collected before 
recombination. Thus one sees an initial increase in the signal Vout with Vapp.  
 
Ionization Region: 
Eventually all liberated charges are collected, and even though Vapp increases, this 
cannot increase current flow since all charge possible is already flowing. There is thus 
a plateau region that develops. This (first) plateau region is called the IONIZATION 
region.  
Gas chambers operated in this region are called ionization chambers. 
 
Proportional Region. 
Further increase of Vapp ( to a range of 1000V to 2000V) causes acceleration of 
electrons and positi ve ions to such a degree that they themselves are able to cause 
further (secondary) ionizations within the gas. This effect can be 1000 to 100000 
times larger in terms of final ions created than without the secondary ionizations. 
Fast collection of charge allows individual radiation absorption events within the 
gas chamber to be associated with individual pulses Vout. 
 
Not only can individual events be counted, but each Vout signal pulse produced is 
propor tional in size to the initial absorption event (ie proportional to the amount of 
energy absorbed causing the ionizations), hence the name 'propor tional region' . 
 
If there are different particle energies irradiating the gas then these correspond to 
individual absorbed energies and in this way 'energy bins' can be allocated 'counts' for 
that particular energy bin. The result is like a histogram of radiation absorption events 
(which mimics in some way the incoming distribution of particle energies). The 
resulting data can be plotted as 'counts of pulses' C versus 'energy E.  
This is often called a pulse height spectrum. 
 
Gas chambers used in this region are called 'propor tional counters' because they can 
produce data for the spectrum of radiation absorption events they are also referred to 
as (one type of) spectrometer. 
 
Geiger Region. 
When no more charges can be produced through secondary ionization (ie all gas 
molecules are ionized!) then there eventuates a second plateau region. At this point 
the secondary ionization effect is great and multiplies the primary ionization number 

by ~ x 1010. 
Thus it is no longer possible to obtain spectrum information in this region. 
 
Fast collection is possible and so (up to a certain response time ) individual radiation 
pulses produce individual Vout pulses. Each Vout pulse is of the same size. Further 
little amplification is needed due to the tremendous amount of charge flowing and so 
creating a large Vout potential drop across the output resistor. 
The only information possible is a count of the radiation absorption events ('counts'). 
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Gas chambers operated like this (manufactured as Geiger Counters) have a problem 
in being able to record a large number of counts per second. This is because a finite 
time is needed for gas molecules within the chamber to recombine and provide 
capability for further ionization by another radiation absorption event. Because of this 
quenching is used (eg by introducing bromine gas) to reduce the amount of ionization 
multiplication (often called an 'avalanche') in the first place, though still allowing the 
plateau response. The finite time of recombination (along with electronic responses) 
forms a 'dead time' in which another radiation event cannot be measured. 
 
Gas chambers using AIR are often used in radiological physics to measure 
EXPOSURE. 
 
Suppose X' (C/(kg.s) of air) is the average exposure rate. (Note the ‘dash’ after the X 
that signifies we are dealing with a ‘rate’ , this is an alternative to cluttering what is 
written with dX/dt for example!) 
Suppose also v is the volume of air in the chamber, and ρ the density of air. Denote 
the charge (of one sign, say negative) produced per second as Q' (so Q’ is also a 
‘rate’) .  

The charge on an electron we’ ll denote here by e, and has value 1.6x10-19 C. 
Now the mass of air,  m = ρv.  

Then since   X' = Q'/m   
ρ

=
v

'Q
 

This gives    Q' v'X ρ=  
And Q’ is the total charge produced in one second so if this is divided by the charge 
on one lecron then this gives the number of electrons produced in a second. 

So   
e

'Q
 ����� � ��� �
	 e  electrons are produced in 1 second by such an 

exposure rate. 
 
If W (eV) of energy is required per 1 ionization event, on average, then in 1 second, �������������������������������������� !���"�$#&%�'(�*)+���-,
�.�0/21 3�4 1 5�1 6
7

e. 
 
If the average X-photon energy absorbed in the chamber is E (keV) then the number 
of such photons needed per second, n', absorbed in the air chamber (to produce that 
exposure rate X') is        
    n 8:9<;>=@?�8 A B"A C�D e E.F$GIH�H�H+JLK�M@N�O P"Q R�FSGIH�H�H eE.  
 
[Typical values give ~ 106 photons per second in an air chamber of 350cm3 (for 0.3 
µC/(kg.s))] 
 
This magnitude for typical exposure values (as used in medical X ray imaging), 
means that individual radiation events cannot be 'counted' (many will be essentially 
coincident) and so at these exposure values it is appropriate to merely measure 
exposure rate using an ionization chamber rather than use a proportional or Geiger 
counter to count the photon events occurring in one second. 
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(ii ) Scintillation. 
Scintillation (aka luminescence) involves incoming radiation particles ejecting 
electrons from a valence band (VB) into a conduction band (CB). 
 
Phosphorescence: 
After small coll ision losses take place in the CB the electrons can no longer occupy 
the conduction band of energies and 'drop back' into some intermediate energy level 
or 'energy trap' which are introduced into the pure material by intentional impurity 
atom addition (often called activators). Initially these energy traps are unoccupied, 
and so the electrons tend to drop into them. Visible or ultraviolet (UV) light photons 
are emitted when eventually the electrons drop back into the VB and times are 

typically  > 10 - 4 s).  
 
Fluorescence. 
Pre-occupied traps provide a supply of electrons 'ready' for dropping into the energy 
levels in the VB left vacant when the initial electron ejection radiation event occurs.  
The vacant traps are filled by electrons dropping from the CB (after small coll ision 
losses), and the process repeats. 
Visible or UV photons are emitted almost instantaneously (~10-10 s) with the initial 
radiation absorption event. This is known as fluorescence. 
 
Thermoluminescence 
Energy traps near the VB introduced by certain activators in some materials (eg LiF) 
provide a relatively stable energy level of occupation. 
Some electrons dropping back from the CB (after the ejection process) will occupy 
these stable traps. By adding thermal energy, these can be made to reoccupy the CB 
and then some of these will drop back to the CB (as well as some to the traps). Visible 
light photons are emitted as the energy drops occur.  
This process is called thermoluminescence. 
Some materials (Barium Fluoro Halides) doped with certain activators (eg Europium) 
can use visible light from a laser to provide the 'stimulus' for the electron dropping 
with consequent light emission. This class of scintillators are called Photostimulable 
Phosphors (PSPs). 
In both cases the 'stimulation' of eventual l ight emission can be a prolonged period 
(days, weeks) after the initial radiation absorptions. 
 
When photons (visible or UV) are eventually emitted, the amount of energy thus 
emitted is proportional to the initial amount of radiation energy absorbed. 
 
Where the processes are essentially immediate (eg fluorescence) then individual 
radiation events provide 'light flashes' from the scintillator whose energy is 
proportional to the radiation absorption energy. 
In this case scintillators can be used as spectrometers. 
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Measuring the Light Output from a Scintillator. 
 
While the light from a scintillator could be used to expose film for instance, one 
standard way to measure the light produced is to transform the total visible or UV 
photon energy produced (it will be a ‘ light flash’ inside the scintillator) into an 
electrical signal. 
 
One way of doing this is by using a photomultiplier (PM) tube. 
 
The diagram below shows a scintillator (NaI doped with Thall ium) producing visible 
light that is input to the PM tube. The total system is a scintillation detector. 
 
���������	��
      PM tube 
 NaI(Tl) 
  
 
                1    1200V 
 
 v light 
 
 
 
    300V    400V    500V 1000V  1100V 
 
         
 
 
 
 
     
 
.     1200V source 
 
The overall schema of operation of a PM tube is this: 
 v light photons ---> ejection of recoil electron (photo-electric event) from a 
photocathode (held at 0V) at front tof the PM tube ---> acceleration of this electron to 
the first positi ve potential cup shaped dynode --> Kinetic energy of the single 
impacting e causes further -several- recoil e’s ----> acceleration of these e’s to next 
dynode (held at greater + potential than the first dynode)----> impact & creation of 
several e’s for every impacting electron---> etc etc    ------> final impact of ~  mill ions 
of electrons at the final positi ve potential  anode ---> output current through a resistor 
---> voltage pulse 
 
(Note: In the above diagram emissions of electrons after the second dynode are 
omitted for reasons of diagrammatic ‘clutter’)  
 
Note that the produced visible or UV light causes ejection of electrons from the 
photocathode of the PM tube. 
 
There is a statistical variation in this ejection. 
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When a NaI crystal and photomultiplier tube (call this a NaI/PMT system), about 
1keV of energy absorbed in the NaI crystal produces about 1 to 5 electrons emitted 
from the PMT photocathode.  
 
Take then 3 electrons per keV absorbed as the average number of photocathode 
emitted electrons. 
 
For a complete absorption of a photon emitted by 99m Tc (a common radioisotope in 
Nuclear medicine) then this means (3 electrons/1keV).(140keV) 

�
 420 electrons are 

generated on average. 
 
Exercise 3.13 
[Consult Appendix on some basic probability & statistics results if necessary.] 
 
Assume the emitted electrons obey a Poisson distribution, and that each detection 
inside the NaI crystal involves complete absorption of a 140keV photon). 
(i)  Find the standard deviation of the emitted photocathode electrons. 
(ii ) When the output is finally displayed on a spectrometer, the frequency (number of 
absorptions of a particular energy amount) versus energy absorbed is plotted. 
Convert your answer in (i) to specify the standard deviation in terms of energy (in 
keV) 
(iii ) Find the relative variation of such a signal for this NaI/PMT detector system. 
(since we consider here absorption of all the energy of a 140keV photon then signals 
like these are called ‘photopeak’ signals). 
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ii ) Formation of electron-hole pairs in semiconductors. 
 
Though semiconductors have not been discussed in this subject, a basic idea of them 
is that they have both free electrons and also free ‘positi ve holes’ that both contribute 
to current flow. This is unlike true conductors (metals), which have loosely bound 
electrons only. In a semiconductor both the ‘holes’ and the electrons occupy energy 
levels that make them loosely bound and both these charge carriers can be moved by 
application of an electric field (via connexion of a battery) through the material. 
Introduction of a different atom type (doping) to the main semiconductor material 
makes either the holes or the electrons the majority carrier of current. Such material is 
then called p type or n type respectively. Whether p or n type, the material is 
electrically neutral still though, just as a metal conductor is. 
  
Semiconductor diodes are made by joining p type and n type material together. 
Current will only flow in a circuit by the majority carriers in each half if the applied 
potential (battery) is connected accordingly. For example, when a positi ve hole leaves 
the (net zero charge) semiconductor material, being repelled by a positi ve battery 
terminal connected to the p type material, it moves into the n type material, where it 
will combine with an electron. An electron must then be injected from the negative 
terminal to maintain neutrality in the n type half of the diode. Likewise the loss of the 
hole from the p side is allowed because a positi ve ‘hole’ is effectively injected from 
the connected positi ve battery terminal. 
Connecting the battery the other way (called reverse bias) will not allow the majority 
charge carriers to flow and in fact only a tiny current could then exist (due to the 
normally ‘ intrinsic’ electrons and holes present in the pure semiconductor material). 
 
 P  +     N 
+   −   - 
 
     steady current 
 
 
 
         depletion region. 
 
 P     N 
- +          −   + 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Semiconductor diodes have a depletion region (a region devoid of charge carriers) 
which extends in the reverse bias condition (p side connected to negative terminal and 
n side connected to positive terminal). In such a case only a very small current (due to 
intrinsic carriers) flows. 
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However, when a radiation absorption event occurs in the depletion region, then 
charge carriers are formed in the depletion region that enable a momentary flow of 
current. 
 
This causes a voltage drop Vout across a connected resistor, which can be used a signal 
Vout. The current is proportional to the energy absorbed from the radiation particle.  
Thus semiconductor diodes are usable as spectrometers. 
 
 electron hole pairs made in depletion region due to absorption of particle 
energy 
   (only one pair is depicted here).  
 P    +  −    N 
- +          −   + 
        Vout is developed across resistor whilst 
the        current flows. 
 
         Ro 
    
              
 
 
Unlike gas chambers where ~ 30eV is needed to create one ion pair, only ~3eV of 
energy is needed to create one electron-hole pair in the depletion region when a 
Germanium -Lithium diode is used.  
 
This improves the counting statistics (compared to say the scintillation NaI/PMT 
detector), since the random variation of the signal Vout (ie the noise) will be relatively 
less when compared the signal itself (Vout) in the case of the semiconductor detector. 
The signal to noise ratio is better in the case of a semiconductor detector. This is 
equivalent to saying that the relative variation is less for the Ge(Li) semiconductor 
detector. 
 
Exercise 3.14 
Assuming a Poisson distribution of generated electron hole pairs and again 
considering the case of complete absorption of a 140keV photon: 
(i) Find the average number of electron hole pairs for a 140keV photon 
 completely absorbed by the Ge(Li) detector. 
(ii)   Find the standard deviation of the generated electron-hole pairs. 
(iii)  When the output is finally displayed on a spectrometer, the frequency (number 
 of absorptions of a particular energy amount) versus energy absorbed is 
 plotted. Convert your answer in (i) to specify the standard deviation in terms 
 of energy (in keV) 
(iv)  Find the relative variation of such a photopeak signal for this Ge(Li) 
 semiconductor detector system. 
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Detector Eff iciency. 
 
Denote this as E. 
 
Then we define E by:   
   E = (#particles detected / #particles emitted by source}  
Note that   
{ #of particles detected/# particles reaching detector} .{ # particles reaching detector/ # 
         particle emitted by 
source}  
 EQ       Eg   

  
= (# particles detected / #particles emitted by source}  
 
So   E = EQ.Eg 
 
We call EQ the intrinsic eff iciency and Eg the geometric eff iciency. 
 
Geometric Efficiency. 
Eg can be calculated knowing the solid angle, Ω, involved for the detector. 
 

The solid angle is defined as Ω = A/r2  where A is the partial area on a sphere whose 
radius is r from a point. Then the area A subtends the solid angle W.  
Solid angles are measured in steradians. 
 
If a detector is a sphere completely surrounding a point source then its surface area 

will be 4π r2. 

Thus such a detector would subtend a solid angle: Ω = 4 π⋅ r
2⋅

r
2

 = 4π (steradians) 

A hemispherical detector (half of a sphere at radius r) would subtend only   = 2πr2/r2  
= 2 π steradians. 
 
Note that a spherical detector would intercept all photons emitted from a point source 
at its centre. The hemispherical detector would only intercept half of the emitted 
photons. 
 

Thus:  Eg = Ω

4 π⋅
100⋅ %   with Eg expressed as a percentage. 

 
Equivalent Geometry. 
In reality detectors do not necessarily have a curved surface corresponding to some 
'shell ' at a distance r. 
 
An infinitely large flat surface placed immediately beneath a point source of photons 
will in principle be able to have 1/2 of all photons reach it. Thus it has a geometric 
eff iciency of 50% and is so said to have an equivalent "2π geometry". 
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Detectors that surround the source (in any configuration) in principle have "equivalent 
4π geometry". 'Well counters' nearly provide no 'escape' route for most photons 
emitted and so these approach 4π geometry. 
 
Intrinsic Efficiency. 
Not all the radiation energy reaching a detector is absorbed within it.  
I = total intensity (secondary plus primary photons) exiting detector.  
Io = total intensity (photons of a single energy in simplest case) entering detector 
x = detector thickness 

Then absorbed energy per unit area per unit time = -∆I = Io - I = x
oo

eneII µ−⋅−  

 = ( )x
o

ene1I µ−−  
(Recall the linear energy absorption coeff icient describes fractional loss per unit 
thickness due to energy absorption only) 
But Io = intensity reaching detector coming from source. 
 

Then EQ =
( )

o

x
o

I

e1I en⋅µ−−
 = xene1 ⋅µ−−  

 
Overall efficiency, E of detector is therefore given by: 
 

 E = ( )xene1
4

⋅µ−−⋅
π

Ω
 

 
Exercise 3.15 

i)  Calculate the number of ions, ∆n, created due to complete absorption of a 
single 100 keV particle in a gas ionization chamber. 
Assume on average 34eV is needed to yield 1 ion. 
ii ) Given that the charge (of a single type) on one ion is 1.6x10-19 C , then 
calculate the amount of charge (of a single type) ∆Q that ∆n represents. 
 iii ) Suppose 1 mill ion particles are absorbed by the chamber of the device 
every second. Calculate the average current, ic, that then flows through the 
chamber. 

 iv) If this current runs down to earth through a resistor R = 100MΩ in the 
 radiation detector circuit then calculate the voltage signal, vs, produced. 
 
Exercise 3.16 
Consider an exposure rate of  ∆X/∆t = 2.5 x 10-7 Ckg-1 s-1.  

This is measured using an exposure meter with an air chamber of 350cm3.  
All entrant particles are 35 keV. The density of air is 1.3 x10-3 g cm-3. 
Assume 1ionization occurs for every 34 eV of energy absorbed. 
(i)  Identify the particles (what are they?) 
(ii ) Calculate the amount of charge (of a single type) per second, ∆Q/∆t, 
 liberated inside the air chamber. 

 (iii ) Calculate the number of irradiating particles absorbed per second,  
  ∆N/∆t. 
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Ex 3.17 
Consider a scintillator detector with a detector area that effectively subtends a solid 
angle of π/3 steradians with respect to the source. The detector material linear energy 
absorption coefficient is 12/m, and the detector has a thickness of 1cm.  
Calculate the detector efficiency, E.  
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Practice Problems  
(These problems are taken from some past exams. Note that any current exam may 
have different content and format!!) 
 
Q1.  
In a thin slice of material, (which has entities within that do not lie behind one another 
when viewed from any line of sight perpendicular to the face), for every million 
uncharged particles entering (perpendicularly to the face area), then 10000 interact in 
the slice.  
 
(i) What is the value of the linear attenuation coefficient in cm-1, given the slice is 

1mm thick?  
 
(ii) If there are 5x1018 entities per cubic centimetre, what is the cross section for 

each entity (in cm2) in this case  ? 

(iii) If the mass of each entity is 30 x 10-21 grams, what is the value of the mass 
attenuation coefficient (in cm2/ g) ? 

(iv) What is the probability, Ps, that a single uncharged particle will survive to at 
least a thickness of 5cm in a block of material of the type that the slice is made 
from ?

 
(v) If  the particles are photons and the ratio of  
 photoelectric:Compton:pair production events is 100: 50 : 10 respectively, 

then what are the values of the τ � σ � and π linear coefficients (in cm-1) ?
 
(vi) Calculate the HVT for this material with these photons. 
  (Answer in cm).

(vii) Briefly explain why the mass attenuation coefficient is tabulated or plotted 
 against photon energy rather than the linear attenuation coefficient.
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 Q2. 
 
Suppose that a stream of particles are travelling in a fashion perpendicular to the face 
of an area ∆A.The area ∆

���������
	���������
����������������	���� �"!�#��$�%	��
�&(')�+*,�����
#)�-�
.�.����/0�1�2� 3(�
 

 
(i) Suppose that in a certain time period  from t1 = 3s to t2 = 5s, that  1 x 106 

particles intercept and pass through the area ∆A, which is 1cm x 1cm. 465�728
9�725%:.;<:�=�;�>-5
?.:A@28�70;$BA7�9�;
C-8�;$D�5%EF;
?G5�H+;�IKJ"EF;
?L:M=-@2NO5
?�;�51BAJ"?�:�=-@�NP:A@�QR;�>�;
?G@0J�I�SA@TC
SI units). 

 
(ii) U.V�WMX�Y$Y%Z�Y
[�\(])^O_a`cb�bed�Y
fKg"W�X�Y
Zih�j�k2h
l�k2j%W.Y<W�X�Y$Y
Z�Y%[�\"]�VAk�l�Y
Z-h�Y�g m , as averaged 

over this area for this time period (in SI units). Note that 1.6x10-19 J = 1 eV. 
 
(iii) Calculate the corresponding particle flux, φ, as averaged over this area and this 

time period  
(in SI units). 

 
(iv) Calculate the corresponding intensity, I, as averaged over this area and this 

time period  
(in SI units). 

 
(v) Consult now the below graphs which show particle number as measured 

through two areas ∆A1 and ∆A2 , both of which are centred about P, versus 
time.  Each curve represents a different area ∆A centred about P. Each graph 
shows the same two curves but using different scales for the time. The lower 
graph shows variations in particle number from zero to 1 second. 

  
 Deduce an appropriate graph and curve to use to get a best estimate for each of 

the below: 
 
 (a) The  particle fluence at P at t = 0 
 (b) The particle flux at P and at t = 0 
 (c) The energy fluence at P and at t = 0 
 (d) the intensity at P and at t = 0 
 (e) The intensity at P and at t =  7 s. 
 
 Note: You must show relevant details of calculation of any of the above 

estimates to obtain any marks. A simple quote of a value will not be 
acceptable as an answer even if correct. 
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Q3.  
 
(i) How many HVT’s of any material will attenuate a given single energy 

uncharged particle beam so that 1/16 of the incoming particles exit the 
material ? 

 
(ii ) How many HVTs will attenuate a given single energy uncharged particle 

beam so that 1/18 of the incoming particles exit the material ? 
 
(iii ) A slab of material attenuates  one third of a given single energy uncharged 

particle beam. How many such slabs will attenuate the beam to 1/8 of the 
initial value ? 

 
(iv)  
 a)  Find the expected surviving fraction of a beam of neutrons that 
  passes through a 0.7 cm deep block of material where a slice of  
   that material 1 mill imetre thick attenuates at a rate of 1/12. 
 b) If this same neutron beam entering the material as comprised of 

   6 x 109 neutrons, then find how many will l eave the block. 
 
(v) a) Calculate the value of the linear attenuation coeff icient for the case 

below where Ln(S) is plotted versus thickness x of material. S is the ‘expected 
surviving fraction’ of uncharged particles. Be sure to quote the units of the 
linear attenuation coeff icient value you have found. 

  
 b) Calculate (based upon your answer to v(a) above) the value of the 

HVT for this system (to 3 significant figures). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 4 6 8 10
3

2

1

0

Ln (S)

x (cm)
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Q4. 
 
(i)  
 a)  The energy fluence at a point is 8 milliJoule per square metre. 

  The mass absorption coefficient is 0.02 m2kg-1. 
  Find the value of absorbed dose at this point. (Answer in SI units) 
 

b) If the mass energy transfer coefficient is 0.025 m2kg-1, then find the 
value of the beam KERMA at the same point.(Answer in SI units)

(ii) Suppose an exposure value of 4 x 10-4 Ckg-1 exists (as measured by a  
 small thimble air chamber exposure meter).  
 Find (in SI units)the value of the average absorbed dose of the air in the 
 chamber.

(iii) The mass energy absorption coefficient for a medium is 0.045 m2kg-1 
 whilst the mass energy absorption coefficient for air is 0.01 m2kg-1. 
 for the same photon energy beam. Answers in SI units. 
 a) Find the " f " factor for the medium at the photon energy concerned. 
 b) The material above happens to be bone, and the surface of the  
  bone is irradiated by the above high energy (eg X or ����������	
����������  

  The surface of the bone has an exposure of 3 x 10-4 Ckg-1. 
  Find the average absorbed dose to the surface of the bone.

(iv) A small air slice of mass ∆m has an amount of energy ∆Eab absorbed within 
 it due to irradiation by X photons < 3MeV. 
 a) If W = average energy needed to ionize one atom, then write down  
  the number of ions (of a single charge) expected to be produced  
  in the air slice.

b) If the total charge produced in the air slice is ∆Q, then assuming  
  an ion of single charge type (positive or negative) has a magnitude 
  qe, then express the value of ∆Q in terms of qe, W, and ∆Eab. 
 c) Using valid results from (a) and (b) above, obtain an expression for 
  the average absorbed dose of the air slice, Dav, air. 
 d) Write down the definition for the average exposure, Xav, for the air 
  slice and so obtain (using a valid result from (c) above) an   
  expression for Dav, air in terms of Xav, W, and qe. 
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Q5  
(i)  For the below graph which relates to a particular radiation detector type: 

a)State the names by which regions a to b, c to d, and e to f are known by. 
b) State the fundamental process and the type of material the process occurs 
in.  

  Vout 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       Electrode Applied Voltage, V 
   a        b   c           d         e            f 
 
 
(ii)   

a)  Calculate the amount of charge Q created due to complete absorption of a 
80 keV particle in the chamber of such a device the above plot relates to. 
Assume on average 34eV is needed to yield 1 ion     
b) If ALL this amount of charge (above in (i)) is  collected and there is 1 such 
radiation particle per second being absorbed in the devices chamber, then this 
represents how much current across the chamber ?    
c) If this current runs down to earth through a resistor R = 100KΩ in the 
radiation detector circuit then calculate the voltage signal, vs, produced. 

            
(iii) Consider an exposure rate of  X ` = 2.5 x 10 

�

7 Ckg-1 s-1. This is measured 
using an exposure meter with an air chamber of 350cm3. Assuming all entrant 
photons are 35 keV, calculate the number of  photons needed per second 
absorbed in the chamber that give this measured exposure rate.  
The density of air is 1.3 x10-6 kg m-3.   

(iv)  Consider a scintillator detector with a detector area that effectively subtends  a 
solid angle of  π/3  steradians  with respect to the source. The detector material 
linear attenuation coeff icient is  12 /m, and has a thickness  of 1cm. Calculate 
the detector eff iciency, E.      

(v) Given that the scintillation detector can be used as a spectrometer, what must 
then be true about the intensity of the ‘ light flash’ produced and the energy of 
an incident gamma photon producing that ‘f lash’ ? 
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Q6. 
(i) Consider the case of equal energy proton and alpha particle radiation. 
Compare the energy losses (in a given material) per electron ‘coll ision’ by evaluating 
the value of  ∆Eproton divided by ∆Eα., at equal impact parameters, for these two 
radiation particle types.

(ii ) Using the following plot, estimate the thickness of water (in cm) that would stop a 
200 keV electron. Assume density of water is 1gram/cm3. On the plot the range of a 
charged particle in a material is denoted by Λ and the density is denoted by ρ. 

(iii )  Write down the relationship between Λ and the materials density, ρ.  
Why is ρΛ plotted on the vertical axis of the above graph rather than Λ (< 30 words)?

(iv) Sketch the typical curve you would expect when β particles from radioactive 
decay are plotted on a graph of particle flux φ (vertical axis) versus depth of 
transmission, x, into a material. Clearly show any points where any axis is intercepted 
by the curve. What does such a plot in general relate about the character of charged 
particle  transmission in matter (< 20 words) ? 

Note: Ensure you 
read off the vertical 
scale to the nearest 
visible mark.   
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(v) The energy change of a projectile particle (of charge q), per each atomic 

electron ‘coll ision’ is given by: 
e

e

m.v.b

e.q.k.
E

22

2222−=∆  

 
 

a) If the kinetic energy of a deuteron particle (1 proton and 1 neutron)  is E 
prior to coll ision, then obtain an expression for the velocity, u, of the 
deuteron after coll ision with 1 atomic electron at impact parameter b. 
Take the mass of the deuteron as M, and express u in terms of ke, e, b, v, me, 
M, and E  (but not q). 
 
b) Noting that the atomic electron speed is ~0 prior to interaction, deduce an 
expression for the speed, w, of the atomic electron, just after interaction with 
the deuteron. Again do not include ‘q’ in your expression.  

 
Q7. 
 
A uniform material block is irradiated by identical uncharged particles. 
The face of the block where particles enter is at x = 0 (and lies in the yz plane). 
The primary particles travel only in the positi ve x direction. 
If N(x) = number of particles emerging from the block at a depth x (as measured over 
the same area of detector and in the same time interval as the number of particles 
measured at the entry face of the block, N(0)), then derive the equation (the Law of 
Exponential Attenuation) that predicts the value of N(x) , in terms of N(0), x, and any 
necessary constant/s. 
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Appendix 
 
A Couple of Numerical Methods. 
 
Root Finding by Plotting and Bisection. 
It often happens we need to solve for a quantity in an expression knowing the values 
of the others. In many instances, this is an easy matter. Basic mathematics can enable 
us to get an exact solution. For example if we need to solve the equation 3x + 2 = 11 
then simple rearrangement gives 3x = 9, so x = 3. 
 
Note we could also write down the equation: y = 3x-9 given the above equation, and 
then ASK for the value of x when y = 0. 
This is equivalent to drawing the straight-line graph of y= 3x –9 and then observing 
where the curve (a straight line here in fact) CROSSES the x axis, where y = 0. 
y 

-1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0 1 2 3 4 5

3*x-9

x 
You can see the answer is x = 3.  
The value of x such that 3x-9 = 0 is called the ROOT of the equation y =3x-9. 
 
Example problems: 
 
Problem: What is the solution of u/2 – 8 = 12. 
Solution: Rewrite in the form f(u) = 0, so here get  u/2 – 20 = 0 
  Then u/2 = 20, so u = 40 is solution desired (and also the root of the 
   equation y = u/2 – 20). 
 
Problem: What is the root of the equation 8w – 40 = y ? 
Solution: Put y = 0, since we need the root. Rearrange to get 8w = 40, so w = 5. 
 
These are very easy of course, but remember that in every case we are equivalently 
finding the locations on a graphs horizontal axis where the curve crosses. 
 
In the second problem above we found the location on a y = 8w-40 graph, where it 
crossed the w axis. 
 
Harder equations still use the same principle. 
For example solving the quadratic equation:  x2 + 2x –15 = 0 gives the solutions  
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x 2 + 5x – 3x –15 = 0; x(x+5)-3(x+5) =0; (x+5)(x-3) = 0 
�

 x = -5 and x = 3 
 
So there are two roots here, and we expect two locations where the curve  
y = x2+2x-15 crosses the x axis, ie two roots (and we would be correct!): 

 

-15

-10

-5

0

5

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

y

x

x*x+2*x-15
0

 plotted with gnuplot 
 
The idea applies to all equations- draw the graph and find where the x axis is crossed. 
 
A problem exists where we cannot verify exactly where in fact the curve does cross 
the x axis…is it exactly at –5 and 2 ? (We can say yes above only because we know 
how to solve a quadratic equation), but what about the root of  y = x5 -3x + 4.78 then ? 
 
In fact many equations cannot be solved by analytical means, or may be very diff icult. 
In such a case we have to resort to some method such as drawing a plot of the 
equation or an equivalent method. These are called numerical methods (of root 
finding in this case). 
 
We can always estimate the roots if we draw the graph. Careful though-how much of 
the graph do you draw? This may take some thought-where does the plot start and 
stop? 
Without getting too technical here we may only be interested anyway in some definite 
interval of the x axis anyway, so there is some practical restriction anyway, but 
otherwise it might be possible to estimate.  
 
For example in the above case whenever 1x > .32 then x3x5 −>  (to see this pick x = 

-2, then –25 = -64 and the magnitude of –64 is 64, whereas –3.2 = -6 and so certainly 
the magnitude of -64 is larger than the magnitude of –6, since 64 is significantly 
larger than 6). 
So an ‘approximate equation’ could be to ignore the –3x term giving a modified 
equation: 
 yappr = x5 + 4.78 
…where we ‘ tag’ the y with the subscript ‘appr’ (f or ‘approximate’) to remind us it is 
not the original equation. 
This we can obtain the root for.  
Write down x5 = - 4.78. 
We know that if a number, x say, multiplied by itself an odd number of times gives a 
negative number, then x itself must be negative (just as (-1)5 = -1), whereas if the 
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result was a positi ve number then x must be positi ve . (As an aside here note x could 
be either negative or positi ve if the power is even, just as –14 = 1 and also14 =1. There 
would be no ‘real’ solution however in this case if the result was negative (try solving 
x4 = -1)). 
In this case then:  
Let u = -1.x, so x = -u 
Then we now solve (-1u)5 = -4.78 ;   
   (-1)5 u5 = (-1) (4.78) 
 Giving  -1.u5 = -1.4.78  or  simply u5 = 4.78 

 Then  5

1

78.4u =  = 1.367 (use a calculator, for example, to get this) 
 So  x = -u = -1.367 
 
All we know then is that the solution to our approximated equation is –1.367. 
We expect this to be near to the actual equation we need to solve, so we should draw a 
plot including values down to x = -2 or even x = -3 say, to try and be sure of including 
the root on the plot. In fact the exact plot shows a root slightly more negative than 
 –1.5 (ie x < −1.5). Both the approximated equation and the true desired equation are 
plotted below: 

-40

-20

0

20

40

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

y

x

x*x*x*x*x-3*x+4.78
0

x*x*x*x*x+4.78

plotted with gnuplot 
 
The problem still remains though- how do we read off the root to a desired accuracy? 
 
One way, would be to ‘zoom in’ on the plot, and try to find the value better than just 
saying “about –1.6” . 
 
So draw another graph: 
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0

x*x*x*x*x+4.78

 plotted with gnuplot. 
And we now know that the true root is sandwiched between –1.6 and –1.5 but a bit 
closer to –1.6 than –1.5. So a first approximation quote would be –1.6. 
 
And so on. 
 
However the routine above gives a clue to a procedure that can be performed to try 
and ‘home in’ on a root. Firstly see also that around the neighbourhood of a root that 
the function changes sign, it is positi ve at on side of the root and negative at the other 
side. 
 
For example in the above case the function y is negative (y < 0) at x = -1.6 (squint and 
look carefully) but positi ve (y > 0) at x = -1.5. 
That is how we know that the root is sandwiched in the x interval [-1.6, -1.5]. 
 
What about at halfway in this interval? If we substitute that x = -1.55 then after 
calculation this gives y = 0.483 (to 3 decimal places). 
But that means the root is in fact now sandwiched in the interval [-1.6,-1.55] 
So now we substitute x = (-1.6+(-1.55))/2 = -1.575 and find that y = -0.187 
And in turn this means that the root is sandwiched inside [-1.575,-1.55]. 
 
The calculations are simple, but must be repeated until a desired accuracy is achieved 
(eg no change in the third decimal place).  
 
Because it is a repetiti ve (and tedious) process we should be able to implement it on a 
computer. 
 
 
Exercise A-1 
Open up a new Excel workbook. 
 
Type in the following text labels. 
[Note: where statements given are in bold font, then this is exactly what you type into 
the cell indicated] 
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Cell A1: Bisection Method. This is just the title, you can also make it bold if 
you wish by highlighting the text and then hitting the font “B” button for that. 
Cell D1: for  f(x) = x^5-3*x+4.78 = 0  this is the function we want the 
root of, it is just information for prospective reading of the worksheet. 
Cells A3, B3,C3,D3,E3 & F3 
Type in the headings shown in the below picture of the worksheet at this stage: 

 
 
Use the borders button on the menu to get the border around each cell . 
These text labels are just headings for the quantities that will be generated in each 
column. 
 
In Cell A4: -2  This is the left hand endpoint of the sandwich interval 
we start with, denoted as ‘a’ here. Even though (from preceding work) we know a 
closer endpoint, here we use one a bit further away to show the generality of the 
method). 
 
In cell B4: 1  This is the value for ‘b’ the right hand endpoint. 
Again chosen much further away than we know already but the essential point is that 
we know (or maybe have made a good guess in a typical case) that the root is within 
this interval [a,b]. 
 
In cell C4: =(A4+B4)/2 This gives the midpoint of the interval. 
 
In cell D4: =A4^5-3*A4+4.78  
Computes the value of y (the function f(x)) at x = a ; that is, computes f(a). 
 
In cell E4: =B4^5-3*B4+4.78 Computes f(b) 
 
In cell F4: =C4^5-3*C4+4.78 Computes function value at midpoint of x 
sandwich interval. 
 
In cell A5: =IF(SIGN(F4)<>SIGN(E4),C4,A4) 
[Here’s a quick explanation of the IF function. The general form of the IF function is 
IF(conditional statement, u, v) so that if the condition is met then the output is u, 
otherwise the output will be v. The outputs u and v can be expressions (eg. EXP(-G6)) 
or constants or text strings (eg “brown”).] 
In this case the condition set is that if the value of  the function at the midpoint is not 
equal (this is the symbols <>) to the sign of the function at b, then the function must 
cross over the x axis between the midpoint and b (the right endpoint). 
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In such a case we assign the value of the midpoint (held in cell C4) to be the new left 
hand endpoint, ie the new value of a. 
If the condition was not the case, then it must be that the new sandwich interval is 
between a and the midpoint, in which case the new value of the left hand endpoint is 
the same as the previous value, hence the value held in cell A4 is assigned also to be 
the new value of a. The new value of a is held in cell A5 of course. 
 
In cell B5: =IF(A5=A4,C4, B4) 
This cell holds the new value of b, and so we test on the basis of the decision we just 
made: if A5 =A4 then it must mean that the sandwich interval is between the old a 
value and the old midpoint, so the value of the old midpoint need to be output into this 
cell in such a case. If however this is not the case, then the new value of the right hand 
endpoint, b, must be the same as the old b value, and so the value held in cell B4 
should be output into cell B5. 
 
In cell C5: =(A5+B5)/2 
This holds the value of the midpoint, and so all that needs to be done is to find the 
average of a and b (as done before in cell C4) using the new values of a and b of 
course (those held in cells A5 and B5). 
 
In cells D5, E5 and F5: Don’ t bother typing in anything. Just use autofill (‘drag and 
drop’) by highlighting cell range D4:F4 and dragging down to D5:F5. 
These formulas calculate the function values at a, b, and the midpoint, just as they did 
in cells D4, E4, and F4. 
 
The worksheet is now set up for calculation. 
The worksheet should appear as below: 

 
 
Now highlight –select- the range A5:F5. Then use autofill and drag down the 
formulae to the cell range A6:F6. 
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In fact, just keep going!…drag down to the 24th row so that the eventual array filled 
with values is now A4:F24. 
 

 
 
Click outside in any empty cell and the computation is now finished: 
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Look at the result and see that the interval becomes [-1.568,-1.568] from the 17th row 
onwards (to 3 decimal places). 
 
Likewise the value of y (which is calculated as f(x)) becomes extremely small (~ 
zero) from about row 18 and down. 
 
The root of the equation can now be stated as x = -1.568 (to 4 significant figures). 
 
Rename the sheet you used as Ex_A_1. This lets you find it easily again. Save the 
workbook (best to do as soon as possible at regular intervals when constructing the 
worksheet) as MyBisection_1.xls. 
 
Note: similar worksheets can be constructed (copy the one just made and paste to a 
new worksheet) for any equation in this fashion. The entries for calculating functions 
of course must be adjusted to match that of the function whose root is actually being 
sought. 
 
 
Exercise A-2 [C] 
Generate another worksheet in your file MyBisection_1.xls (eg use sheet2) rename 
the sheet as ExA-2plot.  
(i) Plot the function y = exp(-x)-sin(x). Use x values : 0< x< 20. 
 To do this you have to first make a table of y and x values, utilising XLs EXP 
 and SIN functions. 
 Use this plot to estimate the first four roots and also the sandwich intervals 
 you will need in order to use the bisection method. 
 
(ii) Copy the spreadsheet from exercise A-1 onto another worksheet. 
 Make sufficient changes so that you find the roots of the non linear equation  
 y = exp(-x)+sin(x) between 0 and 10. You can as many different worksheets 
 as you  deduce there are roots between 0 and 10, using a different sandwich 
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 interval in each case. Use a precision of 4 decimal places in stating each root 
 value. Rename the worksheets you use so you can easy identify where each 
 root is  (eg ExA2Root1 and so forth). Ensure you save the workbook. 
 
Answers to Exercise A-2: 
 (i) 1, 3, 6, 9 approximate roots (a coarse estimate by eye using scale  
  shown). 
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 (ii) Roots are 0.5885, 3.0964, 6.2850, 9.4247. 
 
There are other methods of root finding, often converging much faster to a final 
answer than this method, but one is enough here, and it always works. 
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Differential Equations & The Euler Method. 
 
It often occurs in physics (and many other studies) that a model or theory can be 
naturally formulated in terms of rates of changes of various quantities, but there is no 
easy formulation of how the quantities themselves are related. 
 
In physics for example, Newtons Law II (a model of mechanics) describes the rate of 
change in velocity as proportional to the force applied that causes the change. 
 
The solution of differential equations (DEs) is a large subject and exact solutions can 
be difficult or impossible to obtain. On the other hand numerical methods-as effected 
on a computer- can always solve a given DE problem, as long as certain other 
conditions are also known for that specific problem. 
 
The basic idea of the Euler method is to estimate the next value of y from a previous 
value of y. It does this by approximating the actual change in y (eg from y(xo) to  
y(xo

��������� 	�
������������������	������������ �"!#�$	�����
%�&�('�� �#��������)+*$���,������	�� *$-����.!/�0�.
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evaluated at the point xo). Consider the following diagram of a curve y = y(x). 
 

 
 7+8�8�9$:�;#9�9�:�8 <%=&>(?�8 @$ACB�D�A
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Thus bdc4e5bdf ~ dy/dx  g/h�ikj%lnmdoqpsrQi(o4tQi(u�vw mdu  
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lope of the curve actually is constant (ie 
unless the curve is a straight line!), and so the value of y predicted (ypred in above ���&�4�`�P�#���������.�#�5���N�I�P�(���$��� �"�#�������C�W��������� �#�� k¡�¢� k£��¤�/¥0�/�0�(�`¥��§¦©¨

 
 
As long as the expression is known for dy/dx (this will be given in the DE itself) then 
the value of dy/dx can be evaluated at any x value, and so when multiplying this by a ª/«�¬�%®/¯q°�±�²�³�®�´Q¬(µd¶d·�¸(¹$«�®_¯�®#·C¹§®"P¹5º^»T±#¹I®�¬�´�¼¾½Q±#¹�·

o¿�ÀdÁ`ÂdÃ$ÄÆÅ4Ç�È5É"Ã^Ê�Ë�Ì�Í(Î,Ï�Ë_Ð`ÑPÅ`Ò�Ë�ÄÄ
repeats, hopping from one estimate of y to the next. 
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Only one actual or real value of y is known at the beginning of the process (the initial 
value of y). Each successive value of y is then predicted from the previous predicted ���������	��
�����������������	���������������������! ! ���"#���$�&%'�(�)���&�%������*�+%,���'�������.-0/213�(-4�*���5%6�����7�.���+%��8�	�
for.  
 
Here’ a quick example: 
 
Example 
 
Generate an Euler scheme to solve the DE: 

  yx
dx

dy
+=   where y(0) = 4 

Solution: 
The general Euler scheme is that: 
  9�:�;=<?>@;�ABC9�:�;+A?<D:�E�9	F�E�;+A at x G!HJI  
which can also be written, using suscripts, as: 
  yj+1 = yj + (dy/dx)j G)H@I  
 
In this case (for this DE) the j’ th value of dy/dx is given by xj + yj. 
Thus starting at the initial x value concerned (see that y(0) refers to y at x = 0), then K�L6M,N�O@P�Q�R+R+SUT*V�W=S7R�XYN�S�M'N&ZYSUT�[)N(\@]2^�K�_�`�N�a�SUK&b3cdN�P�Q�R.R�S7N(\@]=egf�h6i�L�R�O@Nj]�K�X ple: 
  yo = y(0) = 4 
  y1 = yo + (xo+ yo)*0.1 = 4 + (0+4)*0.1 = 4.4 
  y2 = y1 + (x1+ y1)*0.1 = 4.4 + (0.1+4.4)*0.1 = 4.4+0.45 = 4.85 
 
…and so on. Rather tedious by hand, (easy with a spreadsheet though). 
 
Exercise A-3 [C] 
 
Open up Excel. Save the new workbook as MyEuler.xls and implement the standard 
Euler method for the DE problem: dy/dx = x – y ; y(0) = 4. 
Obtain a solution. That is: get values of y (these are predicted values of y) for 
different x values, over the x interval 0 < x < 5. 
Then plot the solution, ie plot y predicted versus x over the interval 0 < x < 5. 
Experiment with different step sizes. (Recall accuracy increases with smaller step size 
but errors at some point increase with too small a step size) 
When do you know you have used a step size that is OK? 
This is when the solution changes little...that is the value of y over the interval do not 
change to some desired accuracy you can stipulate - such as 3 significant figures. 
[If you format cells using Scientific format for the numbers, this is guaranteed if you 
pick a precision of 2 decimal places –for example 1.23E4 is precise to 3 significant 
figures]. 
 
Find the value of y(5) to 3 significant figures (use a text label adjacent to some cell 
you place your answer for y(5) in).] 
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Answer Ex A-3 
 
Here is a picture of the Excel workbook for Exercise A_3. Only part of it is shown: 
 

 
 
Exercise A-4. 
 
(a) Write down the general Euler scheme for the above problem 
 dy/dx = x – y ; y(0) = 4. 
(b) Using pen paper and a calculator, find the first five values of y using a step 
 ���������
	��������� ������������������� ���!�#"%$&�'	(����"*)�+-,����#�.��/0�2143���/0��� ����143���/0���657143���/0���85#��143
 and y(0.2). 
(c) Write down the general Euler scheme for the law of exponential attenuation 
 expressed in differential form :  dI/dx = - 9
:4;  
 Using a pen and calculator, obtain the values of intensity over the depth 
 interval 0 < x < <�=�>�?A@�B�CD>FE&GIHJ>�?�K�G�L
M�N�O�P�Q . R�SUTWVYX�ZU[FZ%\^]�_�` Rba#c0SUTedUf�g   
 h0i0j2k�lnm!jpo
qsr0i6t 2.s) 
(d) How do your values you found in (c) compare with the exact values of 
 intensity over the same depth interval? 
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Answer Ex A-4. 
(a) yj+1 = yj + (xj-yj

��� ���
 

(b) The values are shown above in the answer to Ex A-3. 
 y(0) = 4, y(0.05) = 3.800, y(0.1) = 3.6125, y(0.15) = 3.4369, y(0.2) = 3.2725 
(c) Ij+1 = Ij(1 – � � �����  
 	�
������������������ ��!#"��%$ 2.s) are shown and compared in the below table. 
[(d) The exact values were found using the exact solution: I(x) = I(0).exp(- �'&)(  
 Note that the error becomes increasingly greater as depth x increases] 
 

x IEuler Iexact 
0 10 10 

0.2 9.5 9.512294 
0.4 9.025 9.048374 
0.6 8.57375 8.60708 
0.8 8.145063 8.187308 

1 7.737809 7.788008 
1.2 7.350919 7.408182 
1.4 6.983373 7.046881 
1.6 6.634204 6.7032 
1.8 6.302494 6.376282 

2 5.987369 6.065307 
 
 
 
There are various other numerical methods that can be instigated on a spreadsheet but 
here numerical root finding and basic numerical DE solutions give an introduction to 
some elementary mathematical and computational methods used in radiation and 
radiological physics. They can be useful not only for this subject in solving physics 
problems, but also in future study and research. An understanding of these methods 
also allows for easier implementation on other computational software you may need 
or desire to use. 
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Some Basic Probability and Statistics. 
 
Here will be quoted some very basic results. 
 
Probability Rules. 
 
OR rule for mutually exclusive events. 
 
P(A or B or C) = P(A) + P(B) + P(C) 
 
AND rule for independent events. 
 
P(A and B and C) = P(A).P(B).P(C) 
 
 
Statistics. 
 

Mean value of X = X  = ∑
=

N

1j

j

N

X
 

(sample) variance of X = s2   = 
( )

∑
= −

−N

1j

2
j

1N

XX
 

standard deviation of X = s = square root of variance = 2s  
 
Relative variation = standard deviation/mean value. 
 
Poisson distributions.  
(These are important for discrete random variables such as particle numbers)    
  predicted standard deviation = square root of mean 
eg: if mean number of raindrops per paving tile = N  

 then s = N  
 
Also obtain in this case for a Poisson random variable that  

  predicted relative variation = 
N

1

N

N

X

s ==  

 
. 


